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ABSTRACT

An explosively-bonded copper/Inconel 718/copper laminate conductor was pro-

posed to withstand the severe face compression stresses in the central core of the

Alcator C-MOD tokamak toroidal field (TF) magnet. Due to the severe duty of the
TF magnet, it is critical that an accurateestimate of useful life be determined. As

part of the effort to formulate an appropriate life prediction, fatigue crack growth ex,
periments were perforrncd on the laminate as well as its components. Crack growth

experiments were clone at room temperature and 77° K. A switched D.C. potential
: drop method was used to measure crack ILength. Metallographic evaluation of the
• laminate iuterface revealed many shear bands in the Inconel 718. Shear hands and

shear band cracks were produced in the Inconel 718 as a resu.lt of the explosion
bonding process. These shear bands were shown to have a detrimental effect on

the crack growth behavior of the lanlinate, by significantly reducing the load carry-

ing capability of the reinforcement layer and providing for easy crack propagation
paths.

Fatigue crack growth rate was found not only to be dependent on temperature
but also on Grientation. Fatigue cracks grew faster in directions which contained

shear bands in the plane of the propagating crack.

Fractography showed crack advancement by fatigue cracking in the Inconel 718
unq ductile tearing of the copper at the interface. However, further away from the

interfaces, the copper exh'bited fatigue striations indicating that cracks were now

. propagating by fatigue.

Tamim,.te life prediction results showed a strong dependence on shear band

- orientation, mud exhibited little variation between room temperature aILd 77° K.

Predicted life of this laminate was lower when the crack propagation was along a



shear band than when crack propagation was across the shear bands. Shear bands

appear to have a dominating effect on crack growth behavior. The life prediction

presented may be unconservative in the case where crack propagation is along a

shear band, but conservative when crack propagation is across the shear bands.

Thesis Supervisor: Ronald G. Ballinger

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Materials Science and Engi-

neering
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Chapter I

Introduction

i ,

The success of the Alcator C tokamak in fusion research at MIT has reinforced the

merits of the high-field, high-density tokamak. As a next step in fusion research,

MIT has decided to build a new high.field compact tokamak named Alcator C-

MOD. Alcator C-MOD will have the same major radius as Alcator C, but it will

have a 2:1 plasma elongation, a divertor, and higher plasma current. It is designed

to be heated by ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICI_F) and to be prototypical

of an ignition machine, the proposed Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT).

As a result of the high magnetic fields of Alcator C-MOD tokamak, high stresses

axe generated in the magnets that provide the toroidal magnetic field, the toroidal

field (TF) magnets . In order to alleviate some of the engineering difficulties in

TF magnets, MIT has chosen to use demountable TF coils with slip joints at all

four corners of the magnet. The arguments for choosing demountable TF coils is

basically twofold. Due to space limitations, demountable TF magnets will allow

the ohmic transformer and poloidal field (PF) magnets to be located inside the TF

magnets. Demountable TF coils will also allow easier access to the vacuum vessel.

Due to the use of sliding joints at all four corners of the coil and also the use of an

external frazne superstructure supporting the TF magnet system, all inplane and

17



out-of-plane loads on the top, bottom, and out-board legs are supported. However,

on the inner leg, the inplane radial compression must be carried by wedging, and the

out-of-plane loads must betaken by shear between the vertical plates that comprise

. _ the core. The use of sliding joints also alleviates much of the vertical tension usually

found in the inner leg of a continuous TF coil. Thus, with this magnet design, the

most severe stresses are due to the compression loads at the inner leg.

In order to construct a demountable TF coil that will withstand the severe

stresses, MIT origina]ly decided to use a copper C10700 / InConel 718 / copper

10700 composite in the inner leg of the TF coil. The inner leg is shown in Figure 1.1.

This composite is explosively bonded. The decision to use such a composite in the

iImer leg was based on strength and conductivity considerations. The severe stresses

encountered are too great for pure copper to support by itself. Although Copper

alloys would provide higher strength than pure copper, the conductivity degrades

with increasingstrength, and as a result, since there is a larger temperature increase

during operation, more energy is needed to cool the magnet. Thus, with Inconel 718

providing high strength and oxygen-free copper 107 providing good conductivity,

the copper / Inconel 718 / copper composite was chosen. In each of the core plates

of the TF magnet, the thickness of Inconel 718 is 2.3 mm. The cross sectional

thickness of the composite varies from 5 mm at the bore to 15 mm at the outer

surface. An view of one TF central core plate is shown in Figure 1.2.

18
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Figure 1.1: Alca,tor C-MOD Central Cohmm of the Toroidal Field Magnet System
o
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Figure 1.2: Isolated View of One TF Central Core Plate
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1.1 Alcator C-MOD Toroidal Field Magnet Sys-

tem

The basic configuration of the Alcator C-MOD toroidal field coil is shown in Figure

1.3, The TF coil h_ a picture frame geometry with sliding joints at the four

corners. Only the inboard legs were to be made of the explosion-bonded laminate.

The two horizontal arms and the outboard leg axe made of copper C10700. The

outer TF magnet consists of 20 bundles of 6 plates each for a total of 120 turns.

The magnet field strength on axis is designed to be 9 T for 50,000 full field pulses of

approximately 5 seconds duration [25]. The entire TF magnet is cooled with liquid

nitrogen prior t_ plasma startup. The magnet temperature does not remain at 77°

K during plasma operation, but rises to approximately 200° K near the end of each

full field pulse [25]. Because the TF magnet must be cooled back to 77° K after

every pl_ma, the minimum time between plasmas is approximately 20 minutes.

The TF central core is fabricated from the tapered laminate plates with thin

sheets of polyimide / fiberglass insulation between them. The TF core measures

190 cre. high and 30 cm. in radius.

21
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Figure 1.3: Alcator C-MOD Toroidal Field Coil
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1.2 Research Objectives

In order to formula.te an appropriate life prediction for the composite materials in "

magnets, the fatigue and fracture characteristics of these materials mu_t be inves- "_'

tigated.

A coherent program of experin.,enta.l testing is designed to investigate appro-

priately the fatigue and fracture characteristics of the composite materials. ' There

is very little fatigue and fracture data on these composites. No data e_sts on the

fatigue and fractureproperties at liquid nitrogen temperatures. It is also widely

documented that in tension and shear tests, the explosively bonded interface is

stronger than the weaker component. However, the fracture azld fatigue properties

of this interface have not been investigated. It also appears that explosion bonding

alters the material significantly so that that predicting the b_havior Ofthe laminate
.,

is not necessarily arl interpolation based on its components. Clearly at this time,

most the effective method of investigating the fatigue crack 'propagation behavior

of this lmninate is through ali experimentM approach.

The research objectives of this thesis may be described as follows:

• To understazld the effects of the explosion bonding process on fatigue crack

growth.

• To correlate these effects on crack growth with rnicrostructured or mechanical

behavior.

• To formulate am appropriate life prediction for this laminate.

23



1.3 Organization of the Thesis

• The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 consists of a literature review which

. reviews the process and mechanics of explosion bonding, the mechanical proper-

ties of copper 10700 and Inconel 718, the essential concepts of fatigu e and fracture

mechanics, the concepts of D.C. potential drop crack measurement, the ideas as-

sociated with life prediction. Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup which

includes mechanical and electrical systems, the specimen design for tensile and fa-

tigue crack growth testing, and the experimental procedures used in performing the

experiments. Chapter 4 describes the characterization of the laminate through met-

allography, microhardness, and tensile properties. Chapter 5 presents the results

of the fatigue crack growth experiments and the associated fractography. Chapter

6 discusses these results in terms of microstructural and mechanical behavior and

formulates a life prediction for the laminate. Chapter 7 presents conclusions aald

recommendations for future work, Appendix A details the analysis of determining

_he resulting in-plane stresses due to face compression and vertical tension stresses

in the laminate. Appendix B details the analysis of deteImining the stress intensity

factors in the copper aaad Inconel 718 with the equaI crack opening displacement

: (CTOD) constraint. Appendix C describes the calibration of the D.C. potential

drop crack measurement system,

I

m
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Explosion Bonding Mechanics

In this section, the process of explos3ioa bonding is reviewed and the effects on

mechanical properties is examined

2.1.1 Background Theory

A schematic diagram of the explosion bonding process is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

A layer of explosive is positioned above the cladding material, which is positioned

a small distance above the parent mal;erial. The explosive is designed such that it

detonates at constant velocity. With the detonation front moving parallel to the

interface, the two materials are bough t together under high Fressure which produces

a metallurgical bond. A detailed treatment of the theory of explosion bonding is

given by Holtzman [3]. Only the maj6r features of this treatment will be discussed

here.
.m
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BASIC PROCESS SCHEMATIC ..... -: ....

ClaoOer "": '''._:
Meta_

l
1 $tanootf

. l
w=_ _eis_ po_ 4 Jet 8=c_ar

. 5 Pallem Metal

The above schematic of DYNACLAD" Explosion Cladding Process il;_strates the main features of
the process,
1. A specific standoff between the cladder metal and the backer mulal,
2. Progre3sive detonation of the exl_osive over the metal to be explosion clad of welded.
3. A specific bend angle by the cladder metal as it is forced to weld to the backer metal.
4. The !ormation of a jet within the included angle between the cladder metal and line backer metal.
The explosion pressure causes the surface metal between the cladder and backer to behave as a
fluid. These surfaces are scoured clean by the jet.
5. A characteristic (and visible) wave pattern at the weld interface caused by the turbulent plastic
metal flow after collision,

Figure 2.1: Explosion Bonding Process Schematic (Prom Explosive Fabricators Inc.
• [8])
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2.1,2 Explosion Bonding Mechanics
' i_

p

Pressure disturbances, which are generated in a metal that is irt direct contact with

a detonating explosive, are created by the action of explosively propelled colliding
' t.

plates. In explosive bonding, a plate is acce].erated by a detonating explosive to a

high plate velocity, Vp, toward a stationary plate (Figure 2.2). Pressure disturbances

produced by the collision are generated in both plates. The type of pressure distur-

bance that forms depends on the velocity with which the col].ision travels along the

plate V_ and the transverse plate velocity Vp.

When the collision velocity V, is well abo/e the sonic velocity of the metal,

attached shock waves are formed at the collision point (Figure 2.2 ). These shock

waves move with the collision point and subject the atoms in each metal to very

high instantaneous applied pressure. The magnitude of this pressure depends on

plate velocity Vp and the densities of the metals. For example, high velocity impacts

of dense metals will generate high pressures.

When the collision velocity just slightly exceeds the sonic velocity in the metal,

detached shock waves are created. These detached shocks are located at a position

slightly upstream from the collision point as shown in Figure 213.

When the collision velocity is less than the the sonic velocity, no shock waves

are created since the pressure can be spread out ahead of the collision, as shown in

Figure 2.4.

27



Figure 2.2: Attached Shock Waves Formed When The Collision Velocity Substan-
tially Exceeds The Sonic Velocity Of The Metals. From Reference [3].

Shocks upstreom from
the collision point

" Figure 2.3: Detached shock waves formed when the collision velocity slightly exceeds
the sonic velocity of the metals. The pressure acting ahead of the collision causes
the free surfaces to deflect, thereby leading to the configuration shown in Figure
2.5. From Reference [3].
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Figure 2.4: Pressure distribution created by a subsonic collision velocity. The pres-
sure acting ahead of the collision causes the free surfaces to deflect, thereby leading
to the configuration shown in Figure 2.5. From Reference [3].
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2.1.3 Jetting Phenomenon

, In the detached shock and nonshock cases, pressure is generated just ahead of the

collision point. If this pressure is large enough, the free surfaces of the metals will
g

Plastically deform and flow into the space between the plates. This flow is in the

form of a high velocity jet, which is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.5. This

jet does not form when attached shock waves axe produced or when the upstream

pressure is too low to plastically deform the free surface of the metals. Thus, the

critical parameters which affect the jet formation are plate velocity W, collision

velocity V_, azld the coUision angle which in turn depends on the standoff distance

between the plate.

The formation of the jet is a vital aspect in the production of a successful bond.

By scouring off and ejecting the surface layers ilmnediately ahead of the collision

point, the jet provides a cleansing action which removes any surface contaminants

that be detrimental to bonding. As a result, a direct metal-to-metal bond may be

formed because these cleaned surfaces are under extreme pressure and in intimate

contact immediately behind the collision point. [5].

Since the pressure in the parent metals at, and downstream from, the colli-

sion point (sometimes called the stagnationpoint)is xtremely high and the shear

strength of the metal surfaces is quite small by comparison, the metals behave as

fluids of low viscosity. The result of using low or high velocity explosives is the

formation of lazlfinax or turbulent flow in theses "metal fluids" as they flow past

the collision point (Figure 2.6). Using a low detonation velocity creates laminar

conditions, and the interfacebetween the clad metals will be essentially straight.

Using a high detonation velocity creates turbulent conditions and produces a wavy

interface. However, if the detonation velocity is too high, secondary turbulence "willr

be caused, and the wavy bond interface will have small eddie_ on the primary waves.

" Since the eddies are caused by excessive collisional energy, they usually appear as
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pockets where melting occurs during wave formation. The ideal explosion bond,

interface morphology is characterized by uniform waves with little or no secondary

waves or meltpockets on the waves [7].
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Figure 2.5: High velocity jet emanating from the collision point because of u'_streazn
pressure. From Reference [3].
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i " Figure 2.6: Mechanism for jetting away the surface layer from the parent metal.
From Reference [7].
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2.1.4 Bond Characteristics

In addition to the direct metal-to-metal bond which is forIned when the jet com-

pletely escapes, other types of bond zones may be formed. When the jet does not

completely escape from between the plates, but is partially trapped between them, "

the formation of a continuous layer results. This continuous layer is u:ually of uni-

form thickness. Such a bond between copper and nickel is shown in Figure 2.7.

The thickness of the continuous layer is a function of the nature and geometry of

the explosion. A thickness range of 0.5 to 100 microns has been observed for these

layers. Various experimental studies have concluded that the uniform layer between

the plates is a melted and resolidified zone [3]. Thestudies point out that the rela-

tive constancy of the microhardness across the zone is an indication of the uniform

chemical composition of the layer.

When the collision region is unstable and oscillates, a wavy bond interface is

created between the two metals (Figure 2.8). A detailed treatment of the wavy bond

inteifface is given by Cowan [2]. Only a few highlights shall be noted here. The wavy

bond zone in explosion bonding is analogous to the formation of an oscillating wake

and vortex street in fluid flow past an obstacle. The transition from a smooth to

a wavy bond zone with increasing collision velocity can be predicted quantitatively

from a critical value of a Reynolds number RT, which is defined in terms of average

density and hardness of the two metals [2].

Rr = (pl + )V]
2(H1 + H2)

where pl,p2 are the material densities, Hl,//2 are the diamond pyramid hardnesses,

and VT is the collision velocity where the transition occurs. The experimetally

observed value of RT was 10.6 [2]. It was also observed that at very high collision

velocities, pockets of solidified melt began to appear in the eddy regions. The size

of the melt pockets increases sharply with increases in collision velocity.
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In some metals su&, as Inconel 718, when a. wavy interface is formed by ex-

plosion bonding_ shear bands are formed as a result; of shearing due to local vortex
Q

formation at the wavy interface. Figure 2.9 shows the presence of shear bands in

" Inconel 718. It was observed in thesis no shear bands were evident, at a relatively

flat interface. Shear bands will be discussed in depth later.

z
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Figure 2.7: Cu-Ni bond showing continuous layer bond zone, X 100. From Reference

Figure 2.8: Cu-Ni bond with a wavy interface. X 50. From Reference [3],
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ExplosiQn Direction
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" Figure 2.9: Shear Bands in Inconel 718 at a Wavy Interface. Etched with Katling's

etchant (i00 ml HCf + I00 ml Ethanol + 5 gm CuCI2). Shear bands emanate from
" the va_eys of the ripple.:
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2.1.5 Mechanical Properties

From a practicalengineeringperspective,themostirnportantaspectofany bonding

process is the mechanicH properties of the bond and the effects of the process on
D

the mechanicH properties of the joined metals. Two important aspects of explosive

bonding influence the properties of the resulting bond: (1) the cold or room tem-

perature nature of the process, and (2) the severe material flow which occurs neax

the bond interface. The mechanicH properties of this bond interface are treated

extensively in [3] and Linse [4]. A few notable points shHi be discussed here.

Hardness. In generH, mlcrohaxdness traverses made across explosion bonds

show an increase in the overH1 level of hardness of the metals after bonding. Hard-

ening is somewhat greater immediately adjacent to the interface where the collision

and jetting action has produced high pressure. The magnitude of hardening depends

on the haxdening chaxacteristics of the metals. For example, because stainless steel

has a greater work=haxdening rate than Huminum, the baxdness increase in the steel

is somewhat greater. Post-claddingheat treatment may remove the cold working

that has been introduced by the explosion bonding process.

Heat-affected Zone. In most cases, microstructurH examination reveals neg-

ligible heat-affected zones other than the actuH melted regions at the interface.

For example, in a copper-to-copper bond extensively worked regions of the direct

metH-to-metH bonds have not experienced heat-affected microstructurH changes.

Steel clads sirrfilarly show the lack of heat-affected zone even immediately adjacent

to the interface [3].

Sahear Strengtda. ExperimentH studies that measure the sheax strength of the

bond according to the ASTM specification A264-44T [3]. It was usuHly observed

that fracture did not occur in the bond zone, but rather in the weaker rnetH of the

composite. This increased bond sheax strength may be attributed to the locHized

increase in hardness adjacent to the bond zone. Thus, these shear strength tests
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supp6rt the statement that "an explosion bond is stronger ttlan the weakest material

in the combination,"

Tensile Properties, Tensile properties par_.]n_,:, the shear properties. A slight

- increase is observed in yield and ultimate strength with an associated decrease in

elongation when compared with unbonded base metals. It was also shown that an

appropriate amount of heat treatment restores the properties t,o pre-clad values,

Fatigue Testing, Unfortunately, there is a very scarce amount of fatigue data,

either thermal or mechanical, for explosively bonded composites [4], It is essential

that more thorough fatigue data be generated for explosively bonded composites.

Impact Resistance, Some Charpy V-notch impact resistance data have been

compiled for stainless steel and titanium-to-steel clads, Preliminary indications

show a small decrease in impact resistance, which is consistent with the c01d-working

effect on the metals. The full impact resistance of the steel appears to be restored

with heat treatment.

Thus, although explosion bonding seems to affect the mechanical properties in

a non-detrimental manner, more extensive testing is needed, especially in fatigue,

to assess fully the effects on mechanical properties from explosion bonding.

2.1.6 ]_xplosion Bonding of the Alcator C-MOD Laminate

The IAlcator C-MOD explosively bonded la_ninate consisted of 91 cre. by 244 cre.

plates oi"copper 10700 / Inconel 718 / copper 10700. The thickness of each copper

plate is 10.4 nun, and the thickness of the Inconel plate is 2.3 mm The plates are

stacked on a bed of plywood azld sand on the floor of a mine, Balsa spacers are

used to create the standoff distance between the plates. The plates are bonded with

an explosion from one side, and approximately 227 kg. of granular explosives are

• used per laminate. The detonation velocity and collisiorL energy are estimated to
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be 2412 m/s and 660 kJ per plate.
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2.2 Copper 107

" Copper CI0700 isan oxygen-freesilver-bearingcopper.Itschemicalcomposition

is 99.95 min Cu and 0.085 m in Ag [39] and electrical conductivity is essentially

the same as copper C10200. This copper has many uses because of its good creep

strength a_ elevated temperatures and high softening temperature. Other applica-

tions include bus bars, conductivity wire, and commutator segments.

The Alcator C-MOD Copper Core Specification [42] precisely defined the ma-

terials m_,ilfacturing requirements for the copper C107. The applicable items are

noted here.

• Plate dimensions are 91 cm x 244 cm x 10.4 mm

• The plate gauge tolerance is -0_0 and +0.030%.

e The plates were cold reduced in order to achieve a longitudinal 0.2% offset

yield strength of 310 MPa. minimum and a transverse yield strength of 21

MPa. less.

• The conductivity measured at room temperature must be greater than 96%

IACS for the finished product,

• A 100% dye penetrant test was performed on both sides of each plate.

The finished copper 107 plates had been cold-rolled 50% prior to bonding [40].

Mechanical Properties of Copper C107

As required by the materials specification, Revere Copper Products Inc. per-

formed 150 longitudinal and 150 transverse tensile tests at room temperature on the

copper 107 plates for the TF core. A summary of the the 0.2% offset yield stress,
t.

ultimate tensile stress, and elongation ranges is given in Table 2.1. The material
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that was used in manufacturing the TF core passed ali conditions stipulated in the

materiMs specification.
o

lib
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Longitudinal Transverse

Cro.2% 294- 354 MPa. 316- 346 MPa.

O'UT S 315- 357 MPa. 327- 360 MPa.

'Elongation for ......

2" Gage Length 17- 29 % 12 - 23 %

Table 2.1: Summary of Tensile Test Data Ranges for Copper C107 at Room Tem-

perature, Reference [40]
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2.3 Inconel 718

Inconel 718 is a nickel-iron-based super alloy which is used at ,423 ° to 1300° F

[28]. Its composition is given in Table 2.2. Inconel 718 isan age hardenable,

high tensile strength, corrosion resistantmaterial which has no ductile-to-brittle

transition temperature. As a result of its favorable properties, Inconel 718 has seen

a wide range of applications which include components and parts for liquid rockets,

aircraft turbine engines, and cryogenic tankage [28].

The Alcator C-MOD Inconel 718 Specification [43] precisely defined the man-

ufacturing requirements for the Inconel 718. The applicable items are noted here.

• Plate dimensions axe 91 cre, x 244 cre. x 2.3 nrel.

• The plates must have a minimum 0.2% offset yield strength of 1138 MPa. and

a maximum of 1344 MPa.

• The direct aging heat treatment must conform to AMS 5596E [29]. This direct

aging process is shown in Table 2.3.

• The finished plates were bright annealed, solution treated and cold worked if

necessary to achieve the above specified yield strength range.

• A 100% dye penetrant test was performed on both sides of each plate.

The finished plates that were furnished to MIT had successfully passed the criteria

stipulated in the materials specification.

Mechanical Properties of Inconel 718

Upon delivery of the Inconel 718 plates to MIT prior to bonding, 17 longitudi-

nal and 14 transverse tensile tests at room temperature were performed by Vieira

[38]. Table 2.4 summarizes the tensile test data ranges that were obtained.
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" Nickel (plus Cobalt) 50.00-55.00 Cobalt 1.00 max.
Chromium 17.00-21.00 Carbon 0.08 max.

" Iron Bal. Manganese 0.35 max.
Columbium (plus TantMum) 4.75-5.50 Silicon 0.35 max.
Molybdenum 2.80-3.30 Phosphorous 0.015 max.
Titanium 0.65-1.15 Sulfur 0.015 max.
Aluminum 0.20-0.80 Boron 0.006 max.

Copper 0.30 max.

Table 2.2: Inconel 718 Limiting Chemical Composition, Reference [28]

Heatto1325 °F =k15 (720 °C i8) andhold 8hr-4-0.5
Cool to 1150° F =k15 (620 ° C =t=8) 100 ° F (55° C =t=8) deg per hr
Hold at 11.50° F -4-15 (620 ° C =t=8) 8 hr -_k0.5
Air Cooling

Table 2.3: Inconel 718 Direct Age Process Specifications, Reference [29]

Longi t udin al Transverse,,i

Cro.2% 1234- 1310 MPa. 1241 - 1310 MPa.
CrgTs 1420- 1489 MPa. 1393- 1469 MPa.

Elongation for
2" Gage Length 15.1- 17.0 % 13.5- 15.8......

Table 2.4: Summazy of Tensile Test Data Ranges for Inconel 718 at room temper-
ature, Reference [38]

i
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2.4 Fatigue and Fracture

Since Alcator GMOD is designed to operate in a pulsed fashion, the severe stresses

encountered in the TF magnet are cyclicin nature. These cyclic stresses are due to

both the mechanical and thermal loadings imposed on the composite conductor. As

a result, the entire toroidal field magnet system is designed to avoid fatigue failures.

Understanding of fatigue, fracture, andcrack propagation in this laminate conductor

is imperative. In this section, the essentials of fatigue and fracture mechanics are

reviewed. Perhaps, the most important quantity in fracture mechanics is the stress

intensity factor K. A treatment in depth of thestress intensity factor is given in

the next section.

Because fatigue involves cyclic loading, the following quantities are usually

encountered when characterizing fatigue.

• Act is the alternating stress amplitude, equal to crm._,- Crm_n

• Cr,_e,, is the mean stress level, equal to _"_-_.'_"

• /t is the ratio of minimum stress(or load) to ma_mum stress (or load)

In crack growth experiments and data, the following quantities are usually

encountered:

• K which denotes the stress intensity factor. It is usually of the form K =

Qcrv/-_ , where cr is the applied stress, a is crack length, and Q is a function

a and dependent on specimen geometry. AK = Km=_ - K,_,_ can be thought

of as the driving force behind a crack. See next section.

• da/dN is the crack growth rate which is expressed as crack extension per unit

cycle.
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Crack growth is usually displayed in graphical form as a curve that relates da/dN to

AK. A typical da/dN versus AK curve is shown in Figure 2.10. The curve usually

" is divisible into three regions according to curve shape, crack growth mechanisms,

- and various environmental and material factors. These factors are summarized by

Ewalds and annotated in Figure 2.10. 'In region I, a threshold value, AKth, exists

below which there is no measurable crack growth. In region II, there is usually a
,,

linear log-log relationship between da/dN and AK. In region III, the da/dN - AK

curve approaches an asymptote where the maximum stress intensity factor, t(_,=,

in the fatigue cycle becomes equal tot, he critical stress intensity factor, K_, and

fracture finally occurs.

Many closed-form expressions have been formulated to describe the da/dn-

AK fatigue crack growth rate curve [55]. These crack growth expressions are usually

developed by semi or wholly empirical means. The most widely used expressions

for the da/dN - AK curve are:

The Paris equation [64]:

d___a= C(AK)m (2.1)dN

The Forman equation [65]:

& C(aK)
dN n)Ko- aK

The Paris' equation is only applicable in the linear log, log (region II) section

of the da/dN - AK curve, where the Forman equation is applicable in both regions

II and III.
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Figure 2.10: Typical da/dn versus AK Curve. From [55]
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2.5 Stress Intensity Factors

" The stress distribution at the crack tip in a thin elastic plate for the coordinate

. system shown in Figure 2.11 is given by (valid for a > r > p) [58]',

o'_ = cr _r cos 1-sin_sin--

q = _r _rr cos_ l+sin_sin-- (2,2)

,_ = _ _ si___o___o_-

Irwin noted that the local stresses near a crack are a .function of the product

of nominal stress cr and the square root of the half-flaw length. He defined this

quantity as the stress intensity factor KI For a sharp elastic crack in an infinitely

wide plat K = crv/_. Using this definition, the stress distribution equations at a

crack tip can be re-written as:

_o = __ _o__ _-_n _s_n

"_ = _;_-_ _n_co___o_

The definition of K as x/_ is only valid for an infinite plate, In a finite width

specimen, geometry has an effect on the stress distribution at a cracktip. As a

result, the expressions for stress intensity factors are modified with the addition, of

correction factors for different specimen and crack geometries. A general form of a

modified stress intensity factor is: [55]
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where C and F(_) axe determined by stress analysis.

For _, center cracked tension (OCT) panel, many K solutions have been for-
'lm

mulated. Many of the K solutions are derived from empirical means. Ewalds [55]

reviews the most common stress intensity solutions for a CCT, A brief summary of
,

these stress intensity expressions for a OCT specimen is given here.

Ishida [77] obtained a numerical solution for the geometrical correction factor

i

a four term powerseries expression which has a 0,5% accuracy for a/W <: 0.35:

1.152( +
?

Feddersen [78] formulated another purelyempirical correction factor as an

approximation to Ishida's expression:

i 7r_K = crvf_ sec(_) (2,4)

: Feddersen's solution is accurate to within 0.3% for a/W _< 0.35

Dixon has recently introduced a correction factor which is often used'

K =47d
•

" In order to comply with ASTM fatigue crack growth test procedures [67], the

q Feddersen stress intensity expression (Equation 2.4) is used for the CCT fatigue

crack growth specimens. The Feddersen solution is valid for 2a/W <_ 0,95.
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Figure 2,11: Crack Tip Coordinate System. From [57]
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2.5.1 Crack Tip Plasticity

Because structural materials deform plastically at stress values above the yield stress

of the material, in actuality a plastic zone surrounding the crack tip will be created,
Q

The field of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) assumes that the plastic

zone is small compared to crack size and that the cracked material still behaves

elastically. If this is riot the case, then the problem must be treated with Elastic-

Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) which is not so well developed as LEFM theory

[55].

Ixwin formulated that a circular plastic zone exists at the crack tip under tensik

loading, and he showed that the circular plastic zone has radius rp. This circular

plastic zone and crack tip are shown in Figure 2.12. Irwin's expressions for the

radius of tim pl_tic zone are [55]:

For plane stress:

= 2-; (2.5)

For plaxie strain:

2

=

where C is usually about 1.7. The basic notion of crack tip plasticity is that the

presence of such plasticity corresponds to an apparent increase in elastic crack length

in a material of an increment equal to rp.
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Figure 2.12:Irwin's Correction for the Crack Tip Plastic Zone. From [58]
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2.5.2 Plane Stress and Plane Strain

TW0 important concepts related to crack tip Plasticity are plane strain and plane

stress. A detailed treatment of these concepts is given by Broek [57,56]. A brief

summary of this treatment of plane strain and plane stress is given here. °

When a bar of material is slubject to a high axial tensile stress, it will strain

in the axial direction. However, due to the Poisson effect, this axial strain will also

lead to a transverse strain or contraction as the bar becomes thinner. Stresses at

the crack tip are locally very high, and as a result, the material immediately in front

of the crack tip, particularly the plastic zone, experiences a large transverse strain.

The material immediately behind the crack tip at the crack faces is stress free, and

thus, it does not experience any transverse strain. At locations further away from

the crack tip, the stresses are much lower and the transverse strains are much less.

This contraction at in front of the crack tip is shown in Figure 2.13.
i

A thin roll of material immediately in front of the crack tip wants to contract,

due to this large transverse strain. However, the bulk material around this thin

roll prevents it from contracting. As a result, the transverse strain is completely

constrained and remains zero. Thus, in the transverse Z- direction, e_ = 0. For the

transverse strain to be constrainedi the surrounding material must exert atransverse

tensile stress on the thin roll, cr_. If e_ = 0, then only the in-plane strains are non-

zero. This condition is known as plane strain.

If the conditions in the material is such that the thin roll of material imme:

diately in front of the crack tip is allowed to contract, then the transverse strain

e_ # 0, and the transverse stress cr_ = 0. Thus, now only the in-plane stresses are

non-zero. This condition is known as plane stress. The conditions of plane strain

and plane stress are illustrated in Figure 2.14. ,,

The factors that determine whether the material is in plane strain or plane
=

stress, are the plate thickness (the roll length) and plastic zone size (the roll diam-
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eter). For example, in two plates of different thicknesses but with the same crack

size and applied stress, tile thicker plate will be in plane strain and the thinner plate

" will be in plane stress.
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Figure 2,13: Contraction Due to Transverse Strain in Front of a Crack Tip. From
[56]
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Figure 2.14: The Concepts of PlaneStrain and Plane Stress. From [56]
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2.6 D.C. Potential Drop Crack Monitoring Tech-

, nique

The D.C. potential drop method is a well understood, documented, and widely ap-

plied technique for measuring crack length in metallic fatigue and fracture specimens

[44,45,47,48,49,50,51,52_46]. The use of the DC potential drop method is based on

the fact that at constant current the electrical resistance of a specimen increases

with crack extension. The increase in electrical resistance is a result of a decrease

in specimen cross sectional area in which the current flows. The measurement of

specimen resistance is typically done by measuring the voltage across the crack and

dividing by the applied current.

The potential drop technique has many advantages over conventional optical

crack measurements. Because potential drop does not require visual accessibility,

it is well suited for crack measurement applications irl sealed or cryogenic envi-

ronments. With potential drop measurement, total crack measurement is obtained

inclusive of crack front curvature. Since no human intervention is required for crack

measurement, the potential drop technique may also be incorporated into a fully-

automated crack growth experiment.

Experimental calibration is usually use to calibrate specimens of complex ge-

ometry. A second method of crack measurement is used to determine the crack

length at a corresponding resistance. Two measurement methods which are usually

used to calibrate D.C. potential drop are visual and compliance techniques. Once

crack length associated resistance data have been obtained, a calibration expres-

sion which relates resistance to crack length is formulated, usually by least squares

regression analysis. In the crack growth experiments performed in this thesis, the

D.C. potential drop system is calibrated by visual inspection of the crack length by

using a travelling microscope.
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The elimination of extraneous noise in the D.C. potential drop system is im-

perative. An efficient method for eliminating noise in a D.C. potential drop system

" was proposed by Andresen [46] and is known as switched D.C. potential drop. The

. switched D.C. potential drop method consists of taking two voltage readings, one

at positive current and one at negative current, to measure the crack length. These

voltage reading pairs are then subtracted and divided by two to obtain a "true"

voltage reading. This method subtracts out the thermal emfs inherently present

in the system. The switched D.C. potential drop method eliminates the need for

reference probes to be present on the specimen. However, this method requires a

way to switch the polarity of the D.C. output current, which is usually done by a

relay.

The details of the D.C. potential drop crack measurement system are given in

Appendix C. The calibration curves for the Inconel 718, copper 107, and laminate

specimens are shown in Figures 2.15 - 2.18.

i
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Incone 718 DC Potential Drop Calibration
3 ( I I ,.

0.0 i I I
1 2 3 4 5 6

Normalized DC Resistonce lR/RO]

Figure 2.15: D.C. Potential Drop Crack Measurement Calibration for Inconel 718

lP
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Copper 107 DC Potential Drop Calibrat on3
. I I I I

0.0 I I
2 3 4 5 6
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" Figure 2.16: D.C. Potential Drop Crack Measurement Calibration for Copper 107
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Lain. Lng CCT : DC Potential Drop Calibration3
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Figure 2.17: D.C. Potential Drop Crack Measurement Calibration for Laminate

Longitudinal
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Lam. Trh,CCT' DC PotentialDrop Calibration
,3 i l I I -
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- Figure 2.18: D,C. Potential Drop Crack Measurement Calibration for Laminate
Transverse

m
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2.7 Life Prediction

There axe many established methods of life prediction which include fatigue life, cu-

mulative damage, and fatigue crack propagation [58,55,59,57,56,60]. However, since m.

this thesis concerns fatigue crack in an explosively bonded laminate, the discussion

here will focus on the fatigue crack propagation method of life prediction.

As discussed in Section 2.4, there are many closed-form expressions for the

fatigue crack growth curve, which are useful because they can be integrated analyt-

ically to yield an expression for llfe, N. One of the most widely used expressions for

the fatigue crack growth curve is the Paris equation, da/dN = C,_K TM, If a wide

plate is assumed, then the following expression, for AK may be used.

AK = QAcIV/_a (2.6)

If this equation is Substituted into the Paris equation, a familiar expression relating

life N, number of cycles, to crack length a results'.=

N = - 1) d

where C and m are constants, /x_r is the applied stress range, ao is initial crack

length, and ay is final crack length, If the expressions for AK are complex, then the

analytical integration may becomes difficult, and as a result, numerical integration

techniques are usually used [55].

Fatigue crack growth techniques can be used to predict the life of a component

as long as an expression that relates crack length a and AK is known. However.

in some applications, it is this expression for AK which may be quite difficult to

accurately determine because of complexities of crack geometry.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup Specimen

Design and Procedures

3.1 Experimental Setup

Mechanical tests were performed using a closed-loop servohydraulic fatigue ma-

chine, which is shown in Figure 3.2. The servohydraulic fatigue machine which

was used to perform the tensile and crack growth experiments was a hybrid system

which employed components from the MTS and Instron Corporations. The fatigue

frame, servohydraulic systems, and associated transducers (load cell, INDT, arid

extensometers) were hiTS equipment. The MTS load frame and servohydraulic

actuator have a maximum fatigue load capacity of 22,650 N.

The servohydraulic controller was the Instron 8500 Series controller. Ali ex-

periments were performed under computer control using a Hewlett Packard (HP)

350 workstation that was connected to the Instron 8500 via a GPIB (General Pur-

pose Interface Bus, IEEE-488). The initial software was supplied by Instron but

substantially modified and enhanced by the author to meet testing requirements.
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In the three types of mechanical tests (tensile, crack growth, and fatigue);

an Instron 8500 Series controller was used for instrumentation control and data

acquisition. In tests, the Instron 8500 was operated in remote mode and all

control functions, data acquisitions, and data logging were initiated by the HP 350

Workstation via communication through a GPIB.

The significant features of the 8500 controller are highlighted below.

• Dedicated Motorola 68000 microprocessors running at 12.5 MHz are employed

for each control channel.

• The 68000 and a TMS-320 digital signal processor performs high speed control

loop functions and waveform generation.

• 32-bit waveform generation

• Multiple 16-bit Analog-to--Digita.1 converters for each transducer channel
.,

• Programmable limit detectors, event detectors, and digital I/O lines

r

When testing at frequencies higher than 5 Hz., amplitude control is neces-

saxy to ensure accurate stabilization of the mean and span of the desired wave-

form. Although the Instron 8500 has amplitude control circuits in resident, only

the waveform span is stabilized. As a result, when running crack growth exper-

iments, amplitude control was accomplished by software routines ii1 the HP 350.

These amplitude control routines stabilized both waveform mean and span.

3.1.1 DC Potential Drop Crack Measurement System

Figure 3.1 shows the layout of DC potential drop crack measurement system. In

order to employ DC potential drop crack measurement techniques, the following

hardware in conjunction with the Instron 8500, MTS Load Frame, and HP 350

workstation were used'.
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• EMHP 600 Amp Power Supply and Tr_lnsformer. This power supply was

operated in constant current mode,

• 6000 Amp Air-Driven Pnuematic Relay. This relay was used to switch the

" current polarity in the specimen. A solid-state relay interface was built to

allow the Instron 8500 to switch the pnuematic relay vi_ its digital output

lines.

• 1000 Amp/100 mV Shunt to read the current in the specimen.

• FLUKE 8840A Multimeter. The Fluke 8840A _:,,s used to read the voltage

across the current shunt. The HP 350 obtained this voltagereading through

the HP-IB and converted it into a current reading.

• KEITHLEY 155 Microvoltme_er. The Keithley 155 measured the voltage

across crack from probes that were either soldered or spot-welded to the CCT
,,

specimen. This voltage was then scaled _,s an output voltage from 0 to 1 Volt

and digitized by an HP digital multimeter (DMM).

" • HP 3478A Multimeter. The HP 3478A was used to digitize the scaled output

voltage on the Keithley. The HP 350 obtained this scaled voltage reading

through the HP-IB and converted it into a voltage reading.

• 1000 Amp Rated Braided Copper Cables. These cables were used to connect

the power supply, relay, and specimen. Wherever possible, the cables were

twisted to aid in miniz_zing electromagnetic noise.

As with conventional power supplies, the mode of control, current or voltage,

of the EMHP power supply is determined by the load resistance value which is given

" by [53]:

" Voltage Control Setting(Volts)

Load Resistance (Ohn'ls) = Current Control Setting (Amperes)
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For high I,,ad resistance values, the power supply operates in voltage control

mode. However, for low load :resistance values, the power supply operates in current

control mode. Thus, an automatic safety feature is inherently provided. When the

fatigue crack is growing during a test, the power supply is operating in constant

current mode. When the specimen completely fractures, the load resistance will

become very high. As a result, the power supply automatically switches over tc,

constant voltage control mode and hold. Switching and holding in constant voltage

control mode ensures that the specimen or testing equipment will not be damaged

after the specimen fractures.

The calibration procedures associated with this D.C. potential drop crack mea-

surement system aze described in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.1: DC Potential Drop Crack Measurement System Layout



3.1.2 Software

Ali software was programmed in HP BASIC 5.0 on an HP 350 Workstation. Two .

programs were used: a fatigue crack growth program, DADNFW, and a tensile test

orogram, PROOF2. Complete listings of these programs can be found in Append{x

B. Since all tests were performed in computer control, the HP 350 workstation

constructed and monitored the servohydraulic testing waveforms, performed the

data acquisition, and checked the operational status of all system components. Of

the two programs, the crack growth program underwent the most modifications and

enhancements, and some of the more significant features are briefly discussed here.

The final version of the crack growth program was fully-automated and ran for

several days without any human intervention.

After extensive modifications to the supplied testing software, the fatigue crack

growth program was expanded to include the following additional capabilities:

• Calculation of the stress intensity factor K for a center cracked tension spec-

Imen.

• Ability to hold the test at a pre-specified cycle intervals

• Ability to input crack length readings from a travelling microscope

• Ability to determine crack length from a switched D.C. potential drop crack

measurement system

• Ability to hold the test at after a pre-determined crack length has been

achieved

• Immediate logging of data to the hard disk which would protect against pos-

sible data loss in the event of power failure

• Real-time plotting of 2a/W versus number of cycles on the test screen
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The most difficult software feature to be developed was the inclusion of the D.C.

potential drop crack measurement system. A brief description of the software for

" this system is given here.

, The software developed for the D.C. potentialdrop crack measurement system

was responsible for interfacing with the DMMs, which measured current in the

specimen and potential across the fatigue crack, and instructed the 6000 amp relay

to switch thepolarity of the current into the specimen. Switching this relay involved

toggling a digital output line of the Instron 8500 controller which in turn established

power to the relay via a custom interface box. Forty readings of voltage and current

were acquired and averaged to obtain one resistance value that was correlated With a

crack length. More specifically, 10 pairs of voltage and current readings (10 positive

and 10 negative) were taken. Prior to switching , two readings at each polarity

were taken and averaged to give the 10 pairs of readings. Each of these 10 pairs of

readings were averaged to give 10 values of resistance, which were then averaged to

give the single reading of resistance that was used to compute crack length. All D.C.

potential drop data acquisition was performed while the test was held at the mean

load. Af*-_ D.C. potential drop data acquisition was complete, the crack growth

test resumed normal operation.
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3.1.3 Cryogenic System

In order to perform tensile and fatigue Crack growth tests in liquid nitrogen, a o

cryogenic system was constructed for the servohydraulic fatigue frame, which is

shown in Figures 3.3 - 3.5. The same cryogenic system was used in both the tensile

and crack growth experiments. The cryogenic system consisted of an insulated 304

stainless steel dewar, a liquid nitrogen level controller, and a heater for the load cell.

The cryogenic system had to be designed so that the existing DC potential drop

system could be used. The requirements on dewar design became quite specific: the

dewar had to allow adequate space for the DC potential current and probe leads,

enclose most of the load train in order to minimize nitrogen losses, and ensure

correct specimen and probe alignment. Due to these specific requirements, the

dewar is made as two halves which are clamped into position once the specimen,

cables, and probes axe in place. The dewax measures 36 cre. inches in diameter

arid 71 cre. high. lt is shown in Figure 3.3. This dewar is designed to be clamped

around the lower 7.6 cm. clevis grip.

Sealing the dewar once it was in place proved to be a formidable task. GORE-

'rEX Joint Sealant is a sealing material which surv;ves at 77 ° K. Silicon rubber was,,

first tried but only has a minimum temperature rating of-45 ° C, and it becomes

brittle and cracks at 77° K. A GORE-TEX gasket is constructed along the outer

flanges of the dewar. Additional GORE-TEX is used around the lower clevis grip

to ensure good seal around the grip. The dewar is clamped and held in place by
,,

two hose clamps around the lower cylindrical section and 18 C-clamps along the

outer flanges.

The dewar is designed to only clamp on to the lower clevis grip. As a result, it

is completely extraneous to the load train. Thus with this design, there is no need

to account for dewar and liquid nitrogen weight. The only effect of dewar and liquid

nitrogen weight is to increase the inertia of the actuator. An increase in actuator
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Figure 3.2: The Closed Loop Servohydraulic Fatigue Testing Machine. The Instron

8500 Series controller is shown in the foreground, while MTS fatigue frame with a

tensile specimen in the grip assembly is shown in the background.
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inertia may limit the maximum frequency of a test. Usually, larger actuator inertia

results in a lower maximum frequency.
b

Because the load cell is temperature sensitive, precautions had to be taken to

prevent the load cell from freezing. Extreme temperature changes will cause a zero

shift in load cell readings. As a result, external heater tape is Used in the lower

portions of the load cell to limit cooling by conduction and nitrogen vapor. In order

to ensure that the heater tape would not short to the load cell Capton insulation is

wrapped on the outer surface of the load cell. A layer of fiberglass tape is wound

on the Capton, and then the layers of heater tape is wound in piace. A rheostat

is used to ensure correct load cell temperature, and a ther nocouple with a digital

display monitors load cell temperature. Before each test, the load cell is rebalanced

at an ambient temperature (Usually 23° C) with the specimen in piace but with the

lower pin removed. The dewar is then filled with liquid nitrogen while the load cell

heater keeps the load cell at the rebalanced temperature. The load then remains at

this temperature throughout the test.

A liquid nitrogen level controller was fabricated consisting of a cryogenic-

rated solenoid valve, a relay box, and a pair of thermistors. When both thermistors

are exposed, the relay opens the solenoid valve and liquid nitrogen flows into the

dewar. When both thermistors are submerged in liquid nitrogen, the relay closes

the solenoid valve and nitrogen filling is stopped.

A phase-separator box was constructed out of styrofoam and polyethylene and

teflon tubing. The phase-separator box separates nitrogen vapor and liquid so that

only l'iquid enters the dewar, and thus, it minimizes liquid nitrogen consumption.

In order to expedite liquid nitrogen filling, two drain holes with Teflon tubes feeding

into the dewar were bored in the styrofoam phase-separator. Using two feeder tubes

into the dewar, liquid nitrogen filling times averaged between 1.5 and 2.5 minutes.

In order to minimize liquid nitrogen boiling losses, styrofoam "popcorn" was
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used to fill the space separating the liquid nitrogen surface and the top edge of

the dewar. This styrofoam popcorn created a "floating" lid for the dewar, which

" was quite advantageous since there were many cables and tubes feeding into the

. dewar from the top. A thin sheet of foam was then placed on top of the styrofoam

popcorn to further minimize liquid nitrogen boiling. This system worked quitewell

to insulate the top of the dewar. As a result, the primary heat flux into the dewar

came from the flanges and the GOFLE-TEX, which was expected.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the Cryogenic Dewar
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Figure 3.4: Cryogenic Dewar with Specimen and D.C. Potential Drop Crack Mea-
- surement Cables in Piace. GORE-TEX gasket is shown in white along the outer

flange. The thick cables on the left of the grip assembly axe the D.C. current cables,
the thin cable on the right is the probe cable which measures the voltage across
the crack. The phase--separator box is shown in white in the upper portion of the
photograph. The load cell is shown enclosed with heater tape and foil.
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Figure 3.5: Liquid Nitrogen Filling Cryogenic Dewar with Laminate CCT Specimen.

The liquid nitrogen level has covered approximately half of the CCT specimen. The
• D.C. current cables ,,re shown attached to the specimen via specially-made copper -

"clamps" which are fixed onto the front and back faces of the specimen.
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Figure 3.6: Cryogenic Fatigue Testing System After Four Days of Continuous Op-
• eration. No evidence of liquid nitrogen leaks were apparent. A substantial amount

ice has covered the cryogenic dewar. Ice h_ also completely covered the outer
flanges. The fatigue crack growth test Was run ata testing frequency of 8 Hertz.
The cryogenic testing system ran continuously for seven days without any major
difficulties.
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3.2 Specimen Design

,,.

Two types of specimens were used in the mechanical tests: a dog-bone shaped

' . rh. tensile test -tensile test specimen and a center cracked tension panel (CCT) ' e

specimen des!gn was used in both the tension tests and fatigue tests. Test specimens

were made of three materials: Inconel 718_ Copper 107, and the explosively bonded

laminate. Inconel 718 and Copper 107 specimens were made from extra plates that

were not used in the TF core, but had passed the requirements ia the materials

specifications. The laminate specimens were cut from two explosion bonded plates

that had passed the C-MOD QA inspection criteria. These laminate plates rep.

resented the "best" explosion bonded plates that were produced (Plate Nos. M15

and M13).

In order to account for directional effects, two directional specimens were made

from each mat_erial: one longitudinal and one transverse. The longitudinal and

transverse directions for the Inconel 718 and Copper 107 were defined as parallel and

perpendicular to the rolling direction respectively. In the laminate, the longitudinal

and transverse directions were defined in relation to the explosion direction and

ripple orientation. The longitudinal and transverse directions are defined in Figure

3.7.

The laminate plates had an as-bonded thickness of 2.54 cm. Due to space and

load capacity limitations in the testing machine, the maximum specimen thickness is

1.27 cre. As a result I the laminate specimens were reduced in thickness by grinding

to 1.27 cre. Much care had to be taken during this process to ensure that the

Inconel 718 remained located at the specimen midplane. At most 0.254 mm. were

ground from each side of the specimen during each pass. This also ensured that the

specimen did not warp due to residual stresses present at the interfaces.
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3.2.1 TenSileTest Specimens

The tensiletestspecimenwas designedinaccordancewiththeASTM E-8 standard

on tensiletesting[68].The specimenisshown inFigure3.SThe specimenis°.25.4

x 7.82x 1.27cre.and has a 5.08cre,gagelengthwhere itis1,27crn.wide. lt

contains2.54cre.diameterholesforfixf.uringinthe grips.Alispecimenswere

water-jetcutfromfurnishedplates.

3.2.2 Center Cracked Tension Panel

The centercrackedtensionpanelwas designedinaccordancewiththe ASTM E-

647 standardforfatiguecrackgrowth[67].The specimenisshown inFigure3.9.

The specimendimensionsare23 x 7.62x 1.27cre.with2.54crn.diameterholes

forfixturing.A 3.05crn.starternotchwas cutinthecenterofthespecimenby

electricdischargemachining(EDM) techniques.As withthetensiletestspecimens_

thespecimenthicknessofatmost 1.27cre.inchleswas requiredby testingmachine

spaceand loadlimitations.

IndeterminingthelengthofthestarternotchintheCCT specimen,ASTM E

647requiresthefollowingrelationshipbetweenthespecimen'suncrackcdligament,

W- 2eL,where W isspecimenwidthand 2a isthenotchlength,and specirncn

thickness,B:

P""_'_' (3.1)(w- >  .25

This relationshipCssentia]lyensuresthatthereisa 1.25 factorof safetyin

the specimendesignsuchthatthe specimen'suncrackedligamentisnot yielding

orundergoingplasticdeformationatthemaximum loadduringa test.Usingthe
i

Fcdderscnequation2.4iforthe stressintensityfactorofa CCT specimen,Pm_

may be eliminatedinfavorofKm_. A relationshipbetweenKm_ and specimen
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geometrical parameters results and is shown in Figure 3.10.
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3.2.3 Grip Design

The specimen grips are shown in Figure 3.11 These grips were used in the tensile,

da/dN crack growth, and fatigue tests at both room temperature and 77° K. The

grips were made of Inconel 718 and age hardened according to AMS 5596E [29].

Inconel 718 wa_ chosen because (1) since grips would operate at room temperature

and 77_ K, it was necessary to have the material not exhibit ductile-to-brittle

transitional behavior, and (2) since high tensile operatingstresses were anticipated,

a high strength alloy was desired. A double pair pin arrangement was employed

to allow self-alignment of the specimen in the load train. G-10 fiberglass sleeves

between each pin and each side plate to ensure that the specimen was electrically

isolated from the upper and lower clevis pieces. G-10 spacers were used to center the

specimen between the pairs of side plates. Teflon sheet spacers (0.8 mm. thick) were

used as insulation between the side plates and the upper and lower clevis pieces. The

upper and lower clevis pieces were lock to the load cell and actuator respectively

by steel spiral lock wa_hers. The clevis pieces were turned-on-center when they

were machined and thus, no additional alignment devices were requirement when

the grips were mounted in the fatigue frame.
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3.2.4 Specimen Machining Techniques

Since age-hardened Inconel 718 was present in the specimens, conventional machin-

ing techniques would be expensive and time consuming. As a result, two specimen

machining techniqu,es in which material hardness isnot a factor wereemployed: °

water-jet cut_,,'_r_g:/_mdelectric discharge machining (EDM). _Water-jet cutting was

used to cut ;_heiI_di_,:idual specimens from the large plates, while EDM was used

to cut the center notch of the center cracked panel specimen. Water-jet cutting

has a resolution of approx.imately 3.18 mm. and is thus more suited to specimen

perimeter cutting. EDM, on the other hand, was able to achieve a root radius in

the center notch of less than 0.254 mm., and thus, EDM is more suited to precise

cutting applications.

Water-jet Cutting

The water-jet cutting method is quite straightforward: a high pressure water jet

with a particulate is used to cut the material. Typically, the water pressure is

approximately 241 MPa., and garnet particulate is used. At first, sapphire nozzles

were used. However, due to their longer wear times, graphite nozzles are commonly

used today. The surface finish of the cut piece is dependent on cutting speed.

The typical speed used in cutting my specimens was about 5.08 cm. per minute.

However, in the transition regions of the tensile specimens, slower speeds were used

to ensure good continuity in transitions between radius and fiat regions.

Electric Discharge Machining (EDM)

f
The general EDM process is schematically shown in/ F_gure 3.12. The electric dis-

charge machining method is also quite straightforward. The are two types of EDM

in use today: conventional and wire. Conventional uses a single electrode, typically

graphite, to bore holes, engrave, or create surface flaws. Wire EDM uses a moving
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wire electrode to cut a specified contour from plate or bar stock. The nature of

wire EDM requires thatthrough thicknesscutsbe made inthestockmaterial. The

" EDM process is only applicable to conducting materials. Thebasic idea of EDM is

. that the workpiece is piaced in a dielectric, usually oil or de-ionized water, the elec-

trode is then brought into close proximity to the workplace and electrically pulsed.

This pulse is sufficient to exceed the breakdown voltage of the dielectric, and as a

result, an arc is created between the electrode and workplace. This arc causes a

small amount of material in the workpiece to be vaporized and flushed away. The

process is then repeated until the desired cut is achieved. In the case of wire EDM,

the wire is mounted on spools and always moving, which ensures a clean electrode.

Typically, the wire is pulsed at 50 or 60 Hz.

The EDM process has marly advantages over conventional machining, espe-

cially for high hardness materials. Since there is no tool force on the machine,

electrode, or workplace, the hardness of the material is not really a factor. Any-

thing which conducts electricity may be machined by EDM. Since an EDM machine

is usually computer-controlled, intricate and unusual shapes may be created, great

precision may be achieved, and repeatability a_.d full-automation are easily imple-

mented [84]. Since the electrode never comes into contact with the workplace, no

residual stresses axe induced, and the EDM surface finish is very smooth. There

. are some disadvantages of the EDM process. The workpiece must be conductive.

Electrode wear can produce inaccuracies and may require the use several electrodes

for a particular job. An efficient flushing system is necessary to flush vaporized

material.

The center starter notches in the CCT specimens were cut using the wire EDM

process. Since the ASTM standard specified a root radius in the notch of less than

• 0.254 mm [67], 0.152 mm. diameter Copper-Zinc wire was used. Using de-ionized

water as the dielectric not only provided a good dielectric, but also aided in cooling

the workpiece and flushing the vaporized material. Since the EDM equipment was
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Computer-controlled, the repeatability and precision of cutting the same notch in

every specimen was very good.
o.

For the laminate CCT specimens, additional surface grinding was necessary

to ensure that thespecimen lay flat in the EDM machine and that the Inconel

was located in the center of the specimen where the starter notch was to be cut.

Although the original surface grinding to reduce the specimen thickness from 2.54

to 1.27 cre. kept the Inconel centered to the best practical degree, sometimes the

Inconel would be warped or twisted in the (]CT specimen. The degree of the warp

or twist was different for each la_ninate specimen. As a result, the EDM shop

' recommended the additional surface grinding. This surface grinding was performed
,,

very meticulously. At most 0'.127 mm. was removed from each side. The specimen

was then placed in an optical comparator with a resolution of 0.0025 mm. to

examine the centering the Inconel layer. If the Inconel was not centered, grinding

then resumed to remove at most another 0.127 mm. inches. This process was

iterated until the Inconel lay in the center of the specimen Where the starter notch

would be cut.
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3.3 Experimental Procedures

This section describes the experimental preparations and procedures that were em- *

ployed in the tensile and fatigue crack growth tests. The test matrix for all speci-

mens is shown in Table 3.3.

3.3.1 Tensile Tests

The gage length of each tensile specimen was polished to reduce the presence of

surface flaws. The transition from radius to flat in the reduced section of the

specimen was especially sanded to ensure a very smooth transition. Ali of the

tensile tests were run in strain and stroke control. Inthe elastic region, the test

WaS run in strain control. The changeover from strain to stroke control occurred at

a strain of approximately 6 - 8 %. The test then operated in stroke control until

final failure. The strain rate was within the range of 0.005 to 0.01% per minute.

The final stroke rate was 0.05 inches per minute.

Irl orde': to determine elongation of the 5.08 cm. gage length, pairs of lines,

5.08 cm. apart, were scribed in the reduced section of each specimen. The specimen

was then reassembled after the test to determine the elongation.

A 1.27 cm. MTS extensometer was use in the tensile tests.

3.3..2 Fatigue Crack Growth Tests

: In order to lo _e the potential drop probes in the same location for each specimen,

two holes were drilled at a distance of 2 mm above and below the EDM starter

notch. This is shown in Figure 3.13. After the probe holes were drilled in the

CCT specimen, that face was polished first with 400 and 600 grit silicon carbide

paper, and then with 6, 3, andl micron diamond paste. This procedure led to "
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an adequately polished surface in which the fatigue crack can easily been observed

and measured with a travelling microscope. After polishing, the CCT specimen was

ultrasonically cleaned in chlorothane.

" The voltage probes were then soldered to the CCT specimen with woodsmetal

solder. Having applied solder flux to the copper probe tips and the drilled holes, the
i

copper probes were then lightly coated With woodsmetal solder. A heat gun was used

to heat the specimen to about 75° C, and the specimen temperature was monitored

with a thermocouple. The woodsmetal-coated probe wires were then located in

the probe holes at en orthogonal direction to the face of the CCT specimen. The

specimen was Mr--cooled and then placed in the fatigue machine.

in the case of Inconel, Inconel 718 probe wires were spot-welded at locations of

2 mm above and below the EDM staxter notch. The probe wires were spot-welded

at an orthogonal direction to the face of the CcT specimen. Dueto the delicate

nature of the spot weld, the probe wires were spot-welded after, the specimen had

been mounted in the fatigue machine.

Before each fatigue test, the Inconel 718 pins which hold the specimen in

the fatigue machine were polished on a lathe with 400 and 600 grit sandpaper.

T],_., polishing removed any oxides Or surface flaws encountered during the previous

fatigue tests, and thus, prolonged the Lifeof the pins.

The load cell was re-balanced prior to each test. After the pre-crack length of

0.3 inches was achieved, the lower pin of the load train was removed, and the load

cell was again re-balanced.

=
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Figure 3.13: Probe Hole Locations for D.C. Potential Drop Crack Measurement in
CCT Specimens
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3.3.3 Simulation of Alcator C-MOD TF Core Loading

o This section describes the choice of experiment parameters to appropriately simulate

the loading behavior of the Alcator C-MOD TF core. The loading - time history

of the TF core is diagrammed in Figure 3.14, and peak stresses during the "flat-

top" portion at the nose and centerllne of the core are given in Table 3.1. In

order to simulate this loading in a uniaxlal fatigue machine, the peak stresses are

combined into the resulting in-plane tension stresses, which are shown in Table 3.2.

The details of this aalalysis are given in Appe:ldix A. The highest resulting in-plane

tension stress is at the Centeline where the plate thickness is 10.2 mm and thus, the

laboratory specimen which has a thickness of 12.7 mm is a reasonably approximation

of the actual laminate plate. This loading- time history is approximated in the

fatigue crack growths experiments as a sinusiodal waveform. Since the out-of-

plane loads on the copper are not accurately simulated in the experiments, these

experiments can only approximate the in-plane tension behavior of the Inconel 718.

In order to determine the range of 2_K for the fatigue crack growth tests,

the largest valuc of in-plane tension stress in the Inconel (241 MPa) was used to

compute Kmr. Since the fatigue crack growth tests used through-thickness cracks,

a through-thickness crack whose length was the thickness of the Inconel 718 (2.3

mm) was assumed. The calculated value of Km_ is 23 MPav/-_ in the Inconel 718

or 16 MPav_ on the centerline of in a laminate plate. As a result, the range of

AK for the fatigue crack growth tests are chosen to include this calculated value of

Kmr. The ranges of AK for the lanfinate specimens are tabulated in Table 3.4.

The applied loads in the TF core arise from the Lorentz body forces in the

magnet. To simulate this loading behavior in a fatigue machine, the crack growth

experiments were conducted in load control.
i
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Time (s)

Figure 3.14: Alcator C-MOD Loading - Time History For The TF Core. From
[26]. The values of _rr,,,_,are given in Table 3.1.
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$.

N nose Centerline
MPa MPa

.....

cffc '296 -200
_r_t 82 140

,tr. 0 ,, -100

Table 3.1: Alcator C-MOD Peak Stress Summary for Central Column During Flat-
top Portion of a Full Field Pulse

At Nose At Centerline

(MPa) (MPa)
Total Inconel In-plane Tension "
a_,_,t 162 241
Total Applied Tension Stress
_=_ 110 163

Table 3.2: In-Plane Stress Summary Due to Face Compression and Vertical Tension
on Laminate Plates of the TF Core.
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3.3.4 Experiment Operating Parameters

The fatigue crack growth test parameters are summarized in Tables 3.4 and 3,5.

All fatigue crack growth da/dN tests were run in constant load. An R ratio of 0.1

was used in ali fatigue crack growth tests since 0.1 is commonly used for de,reloping

data for comparative purposes [76]. The tests were conducted at frequencies which,

ranged between 14 16 Hz. at room temperature and 8- 10 Hz. at 77° K. The

reason for the difference in test operating frequency between room temperature and

77° K is that at 77° K, the actuator takes on additional inertia from the dewar and

liquid nitrogen. As a result, crisp load waveforms could not be achieved at high

frequencies. After checking the load waveforms with an oscilloscope, the highest

frequency for testing in liquid nitrogen was determined. Table 3.4 surm-narizes the

initial and final AK, R ratio, and testing frequency for each material.

By specifying AK and R, the maximum and minimum loads in each test were

determined by the following procedure. The stress intensity solution for a center

cracked tension panel in uniaxial tension is given by the Feddersen equation:

_,2)K = _r see(l_: ) '_.

AK = K,_.,- K,,,i, (3.3)

and the/_ ratio is defined as:

Pmin

R = p,,_= (3.4)

Since cr is the applied stress, it is equal to P/A. Thus, eliminating cr in equation 3.2

and solving equations 3.3 and 3.4 determines Pm=_ and Pm_,_.

a,

Pre-cracking and the da/dN crack growth tests start at the same initial AK.
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After tl_e pre-crack length was achieved, the specimen loads were re-calculated

using the above procedure to set the &K at the initial value. Since the crack has

" grown during pre-cracking, the loads were always decreased to reset the test to the

. initial AK.

The D.C. potential drop crack measurement system operating parameters are

summarized in Table 3.5. Since the resistivity of copper decreases by approximately

a factor of seven between room temperature and 77° K, extremely large currents

for the D.C. potential drop meti:od were required. As it turned out, to obtain a

reliably measured 50/,V probe output Voltage, currents in the 350- 450 amps were

necessary. Table 3.5 also summarizes the initial crack length 2ao, final crack length

2af, and current used.

3.3.5 Analysis Procedures

Fatigue crack growth tests (da/dN) were performed on both longitudinal and trans-

verse orientations as well as its Inconel 718 and copper 107 components. Data re-

duction to obtain da/dN values was performed in accordance with ASTM E-.-647

standard using the incremental polynomial method [67]. This method for comput'

ing da/dN involved fitting a second-order polynomial to sets of seven successive

data points.

In order to correlate the data to the Paris crack growth equation (Equation 2.1,

the correlation coefficients C and rr: are determined by performing a iea_t squares

fit on the crack growth data to obtain a linear relationship between log(da/dN) and

iog(&K).
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Inconel 718 Inconel 718 Copper 10'7 Copper 107 Laminate Laminate

Test Lng. Trns. Lng. Trns Lng. Trns...............

,p.

TENSILE
295 K X X X X X X
77 K, X X X X X X
CRACK
GROWTH
295 K X X X X' X X
77 K , X X X X

Table 3.3: Testing Matrix Showing All Specimens Tested; Lng.- denotes Longitu-
dinM Specimen Orientation and Trns -denotes Transverse Specimen Orientation.

Initial AK FinalAK ....R Frequency (Hz.)
Sp,ecimen (MPav/-_) (MPav/_) Ratio 295°K (77 ° K)
Inconel 718 15 0.1 14 (-)
LAMINATE 295 ° K

Copper 107 8 23 0.1 16 (10)
Longitudinal 11 36 0.1 16
Transverse 11 32 0.1 16
LAMINATE 77" K

Longitudinal 11 41 0°1 8
Transverse 11 42 0.1 8

Table 3.4: Fatigue Crack Growth Test Operating Parameters

Temper- Initial Crack Length Final Crack Length Current

Specimen ature °K 2a0 (cm) 2a/ (cre) (Amps)
Inconel 718 295 3.043 20

Larn. Lng 295 3.048 6.721 50
77 3,048 7.071 350

Lain. Trh 295 3.030 6.883 50
77 3.028 7.137 350

Copper 107 295 3.043 6.787 100
77 3.045 6.711 450

Table 3.5: Fatigue Crack Growth Tests: Crack Length and Current Values
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4.

Chapter 4

Materials Characterization

4.1 Metallography

Laminate samples were cut from the da/dN specimens for metallographic evalua-

tion. The samples were mounted and polished and then etched to reveal metallur-

gical features. Two types of etchants were used. Potassium dichromate was used to

etch the copper, Kalling's etchant (100 ml HC1 + 100 ml Ethanol + 5 gm CuC12)

was use to etch the Inconel 718. The copper was etched first and then protected

with microstop, and then the Inconel was etched. If the copper is left exposed, the

Inconel does not etch.

Prior to etching, the samples were examined microscopically. In some samples,

shear cracks were clearly visible near the wavy interface. Figure 4.1 shows a shear

crack. These cracks are approximately 100/zm in length. Such cracks appear not

to be present along the flat interface.

After etching, the severe plastic deformation in the copper at the wavy interface

was evident and is shown in Figure 4.2. However, no shear bands appeared to exist

. in the copper. The degree of plastic deformation in the copper was much more

severe at the wavy interface than at the flat interface.
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After etching the Inconel, many metallurgical features were revealed° The

most obvious feature were the presence of shear bands spaced at regular intervals

throughout the wavy interfacewhich was shown in Figure 2.9. Shear band charac- '

teristics axe summarized in Ta.bles 4.1 and 4.2. The shear band length ranged from

about 0.51 to 0.84 nam. in both longitudinal and transverse orientations. Since

the Inconel 718 thickness is 2.3 mm., the shear bands transversed almost one-third

of the Inconel. As expected the shear band density is higher for the longitudinal

orientation thaxt the transverse, because of the dispersion of the explosion wavefront

as it travels longitudinally down the plate. In addition, for the same reason, the

shear band angle in the transverse orientation is slightly higher than that of the

longitudinal.

The ripple thickness of the wavy interface was measured and found to be

approximately 0.14 mm.
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Explosion Direction ,_f

Figure 4.1: Shear Crack in Inconel 718 at Wavy Interface Prior to Etching
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Explosion Direction _, _O_r_

Figure 4.2: Severe Pla.stic Deformation in Copper 107 at Wavy Interface. Distortion

of the copper grains is very evident at the crests of the wave. Copper was etched

with potassium dichrom_te.
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Ripple Thickness Shear Band
Orientation Range mm. Length Range mm.
Longitudinal 0.12 - 0.13 0.51 - 0.57
Transverse 0.12- 0.14 0.61- 0.84

,.,

Table 4.1: Metallographically Determined Explosion Bonding Interface Parameters

Shear Band Angle Shear Band Density
Orientation (Degrees) per cm.

Longitudinal 40 23

Transverse 50 16 (40)

Table 4.2: Shear Band Angle and Density
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Microhardness

Microhardness evaluation was performed across the interfaces of the explgsively

bonded laminate. The r_ficrohardness data is shown graphically in Figure 4.3. As

with most explosion bonded laminates, there was no gradual transition in hardness

through the interface from one material to another. The hardness changed quite
-,

abruptly at the interface. Since one interface is flat and the other wavy, a difference

in microhardness was expected. The hardness at the wavy interface should be

slightly higher due to the greater degree of work hardening. This hardness behavior

is evident in Figure 4.3, Due to the extreme amount of work hardening at the

interfaces of the Inconel 718, it is expected that the hardness of at the interfaces

will be slightly higher than in the bulk Inconel. The microhardness inspection

verified the high degree of work hardening in the laminate that results from explosion

bonding.
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Microhardness of C-MOD Laminate
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a

Figure 4.3: Variation of Microhardness Across Laminate Cross Section

e
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4.2 Tensile Results

The tensile test behavior for both temperatures aze present.ed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

In examining the obtain tensile properties of the separate components, Inconel

718 and copper 107, there is good agreement with existing tensile data at room

temperature that was obtained as part of the Alcator C-MOD materials specifica-

tion, Tables 2.1 and 2.4. As expected the variation between specimen orientations
.,

of longitudinal and transverse to the rolling direction was negligible. The values of

the modulus of elasticity, although calculated by least squares fitting, were quite

acceptable. For most materials, the modulus of elasticity is usually determined

by ultrasonicmeans. The values of tl_e modulus of elasticity for Inconel 718 were

slightly lower than the published value of 201 GPa. [28] (3.7% error) and is possi-

bly due to the fact the tensile test was performed with an extensometer mounted

only one side of the specimen and small discrepancies heat treatment batc_hes. The
b

obtained value of the copper 107 modulus compared quite well with the published

value of 117 GPa. [39].

The elongation values obtained agree reasonably well with the data from the

materials specifications, although some discrepancies may be accounted for by small

variations in heat treatments.

As expected at 77° K, the tensile properties of Inconel 718 and copper 107

exhibited a slight increase. Inconel 718 showed an increase of 14% in yield strength,

while copper 107 exhibited about an 11% increase. In addition, the Inconel 718

displayed a 14% increase in modulus, while the copper 107 showed an increase of

5.6%. In elongation values, Inconel 718 showed no change from room temperature

values, while copper 107 increased about 50%.
M

Irl examining the laminate specimens, the tensile data obtained was as expected

for for a composite of Inconel 718 and copper 107. Applying the mixture rule to
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the laminate tensile data was met with moderate success. It _i,ppears that the

components of the laminate are significantly work hardened as a result of explosion

bonding. This is evident from the significant decrease in laminate elongation values

" when Compazed to that of Inconel 718 and copper 107.

Perhaps, the most convincing evidence of extreme work hardening is in the

elongation of Inconel 718 before and after bonding. These values are given in

Table 4.5. The ductility of the Inconel decreases approximately 60%. This drop in

ductility can be attributed to the formation of defects, particularly Shear bands, in

the Inconel d,l:ing explosion bonding.
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Yield Ultimate Modulus of Elongation of Reduction "
Test Stress Stress Elasticity 2" Gage in Area

Specimen _ (MPa.) O'UTS (MPa.) (GPa.) Length (%) (%) "
LONGITUDINAL: "'

Inconel 718 1269 1455 194 23 28
Laminate 519 574 113 12 51

Copper 107 301 310 117 24 92
TRANSVERSE:

Inconel 718 1269 1448 193 25 29
Laminate 543 587 123 11 48

Copper 107 327 330 122 19 83
, ,

Mixture Rule
for Laminate 131

Table 4.3: Room Temperature Tensile Test Summary

Yield ........Ultimate Modulus of Elongation of Reduction
Test Stress Stress Elasticity 2" Gage in Area

Specimen _rv (MPa.) _rUTS(MPa.) (GPa.) Length (%) (%)
LONGITUDINAL:

Inconel 718 1455 1751 228 25 40
Laminate 630 696 136 20 46

Copper 107 336 420 125 41 63

T NsvEmsE: ]
Inconel 718 1441 1820 218 26 39
Laminate 574 696 125 16 48

Copper 107 355 410 128 39 83
Mixture Rule
for Laaninate 144

Table 4.4:77 ° K Tensile Test Summary
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Elongation Elongation

Specimen Before After

Orientation Bonding (%) Bonding (%)
ROOM TEMPERATURE:

Longitudinal 23 9.6
Transverse 25 8.5

LIQUID NITROGEN:

Longitudinal 25 10.1
Transverse 26 9.2

Table 4.5: Inconel 718 Elongation Comparison: Before and After Bonding
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Fatigue Crack Growth Results

The fatigue crack growth data at room temperature are shown in Figures 5.2 - 5.5.

The fatigue crack growth data at 77° K axe shown in Figures 5.6 - 5.11.

In Figure 5.2, fatigue crack growth data for Inconel 718 at room temperature

_e compared with those of James [30], and agreement is good. In Figure 5.3,

fatigue data for copper 10700 at room temperature are compared with Yeske [41].

Since Yeske used a polycrystalline copper_ exact agreement with copper 10700 was

not expected. However, as expected_ polycrystalline copper exhibited higher crack

growth rates at a given AK than copper 10700, since it has a lower tensile strength

than copper 10700 [41]. The slope of the copper 10700 fatigue crack growth data

agreeds well that of with Yeske. Thus, taking in to consideration the difference in

types of copper used, agreement with Yeske was good. As expected, the longitudinal

(Figure 5.6) and transverse (Figure 5.7) data at 77° K are essentially identical.
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5.1.1 Comparison of Crack Growth Rates

- Table 5.1 summarizes the experimentally determined fatigue crack growth curve

correlation coefficients. Two laminate specimens of each orientation were tested

at 77° K. For each orientation, both sets of data agreed well. Of the longitudinal

specimens, specimen No. 23 had a slightlyhigher crack growth rate than specimen

No. 24, and as a result, specimen No. 23 will be used in the ensuing discussion and

analysis. Of the transverse specimens, specimen No. 33 had greater data resolution

than specimen No. 32, and as a result, specimen No. 33 will be used in the ensuing

discussion and analysis. Table 5.2 compares the crack growth rate, da/dN, at AK

values of 10, 15, and 20 MPav/m for allof the tests.

At both temperatures; the crack growth results for the laminate exhibit a

dependence on orientation. Generally, the transverse laminate appears to have a

slower crack growth rate by about a factor of 2. This behavior is conGi_tent with the

orientations of the shear bands in the Inconel 718 with respect to the crack growth

plane and direction. In the longitudinal orientation, the crack front propagates

along a shear band, while in the transverse orientation, the crack front propagates

across the shear bands. The shear bands appear to have a much lower fracture

toughness that the bulk Inconel 718. In comparison to the original Inconel 718

and copper 107, the longitudinal laminate generally exhibits crack growth rates

of the order of the copper alone, while the transverse laminate generally exhibits

crack growth rates similar to the Inconel 718. Such behavior implies that in the

longitudinal orientation, the Inconel 718 is not influencing crack growth. However,

in the transverse orientation, the crack growth rate approaches that of Inconel 718,

the Inconel is now controlling crack advancement. Again, this difference in behavior

may be attributed to the difference in shear band orientation.

As expected, the crack growth rates of copper and the laminate specimens

" decrease at 77° K, which is attributed to the increase in yield strength and modulus
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of elasticity. However, the sazne dependence of crack growth rates on larrfinate

orientation is observed: the transverse orientation exhibits a slower crack growth

rat e than the longitudinal orientation. As noted earlier, the crack growth rate in

liquid nitrogen of the longitudinal laminate is closer to the that of copper alone

than the transverse laminate. At 77°K, the crack growth rate of the longitudinal

laminate is not as similar to copper as it is at room temperature. When compared

to copper, the transverse laminate specimens display a much lower crack growth

rate bY about a factor of 5 to 10, while the longitudinal laminate sl,lows a slower

growth rate by about a factor of 2 to 4.

In comparing the laminate fatigue crack growth at room temperature and

77°K, there is a noticeable "plateau" near a AK value of 17 MPav/-m that is not

present at room temperature. In this region, the crack front appears to be slowing

down and then begins growing again at a slower rate. These "plateau" regions

of the da/dN AK curves correspond to a crack length of about 5.08 cm. On

examination of the fracture surfaces this crack length corrompds to a ridge and

change in altitude of the crack front in the copper, which is shown in Figure 5.1. This

behavior is believed to be due to a transition from plane strain to plane stress in the

copper. Examination of the Inconel shows no ridges or change in height of the crack

front. Further examination and comparison with the room temperature laminate

specimens reveals that at room temperature the crack front was propagating along

a ridge and changing altitude from the beginning of the crack growth test. This

phenomena will be discussed further later.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of Fracture Surfaces at Room Temperature and 77° K.

. Room temperature specimen (top) appears to be in plane stress. 77 ° K specimen

(bottom) appears to be in plane strain until crack front approaches the edge.
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Specimen C m
ROOM TEMPERATURE:
Inconel 718 4.6110:¢10 -9 3.0246

Copper 107 2.3668x10 -l° 4.7419
Lain. Lng. 7.5383x10 -13 6.3320 .
Lam. Trn. 1.9005x10 -l° 3.9862
LIQUID NITROGEN'
Copper 107 L 6.9122x10 -14 7.4978
Copper 107 T 7.4767x10 -14 7.4805
Lain. Lng. No. 23 1.1866x10 "12 6.1795
Lam. Lng. No. 24 2.1603x10 -°9 3.2628
Lam. Trn. No. 32 1.9964x10 -11 4.8298
Lam. __¥n.No. 33 5.7320xi0 -I° 3.4659

Table 5.1: ExperimentM1y Derived Crack Growth Equations Constants. Lng. - de-
notes Longitudinal Specimen Orientation and Trn. -denotes Transverse Specimen
Orientation.

da/dN 'mm./cyc
AK (MPav/_) 10 15 20
Specimen
ROOM TEMPERATURE :
Inconel 718 4'880x10 -B 1.663x10 -s 3.971x10, s

Copper 107 1.306x10 -5 8.934x10 -s 3.496x10 "4
Lain. Lng. 1.619x10 -8 2.110x10 -5 1,304x10 -4
Lain. Trh. 1.841x10 -s 9.268x10 -s 2.918x10 -s

LIQUID NITROGEN:
Copper 107 2.175x10 -8 4.547x10 -_ 3.931x10 -4
Lain. Lng. 1.794x10 -B 2.198x10 -5 1.300x10 '-4
Lain. Trh. 1.676x10 -s 6.832x10 -8 1.852x10 -_

,.

Table 5.2: Comparison of da/dN for All Materials at Specified Values of AK
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Figure 5.2: Inconel 718 da/dN vs. AK at Room Temperature
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o.01 Copper 107 Longitudinal 295 K
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Figure 5.3: Copper 107 da/dN vs. AK at Room Temperature
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Figure 5.4: Laminate Longitudinal da/dN vs. _K at Room Temperature'
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1 Laminate T.ronsverse 295 K
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Figure 5.5: Laminate Transverse da/dN vs. LXK at Room Temperature
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1 Copper 107 LongitudinGl 77K
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Figure 5.6: Copper 107 Longitudinal da/dN vs. ZkK 77° K
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Copper 107 Transverse 77 K1 .....
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TransverseFigure 5.7: Copper 107 da/dN vs. AK 77° K
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1 .Laminate Longitudinal 25L 77 K....
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Figure 5.8: LaxnJnate Longitudinal Specimen No. 23 da/dN vs. 5kt( at 77° K
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1 Laminate Longitudinal 24L 77 K
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Figure 5.9: Laminate Longitudinal Specimen No. 24 da/dN vs. AK at 77° K
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1 Laminate Transverse 32T 77 K
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Figure 5.10: Laminate Transverse Specimen No. 32 da/dN vs. AK at 77° K
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Figure 5.11: Laminate Transverse Specimen No, 33 da/dN vs. AK at 77° K
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5.2 Fractography

Fractogrphic results are shown in Figures 5.12 -5.16. Fractographic examination

- of the copper 107 / Inconel 718 /copper 107 interface revealed shear cracks at the

interface, The ripple interface is heavily damaged with shear cracks and interfacial

cracks as shown in Figure 5.12. The shear cracks appear as shiny pancake-like

regions. At higher magnification, the area within the: shear crack appears smooth

without any striations as shown in Figure 5.13. Shear cracks are typically charac-

terized by ductile fracture in the regions adjacent ' to the shear crack as shown in

Figure 5.14. The typical size of shear cracks at the ripple interface is about 100/zm.

Shear cracks are also found at the flat Inconel 718 / copper interface, although

these cracks are much smaller in size (Figure 5.15) They possess the same char-

acteristic features of the shear cracks at the ripple interface. Similar to the ripple

interface, regions of the flat interface appear to contain interfacial cracks. No evi-

dence of non-bonded regions were found.

Examination of a laminate tensile test fracture surfaces show distinct wave

action at th ripple interface as shown in Figure 5.16. This figure clearly shows the

high degree of plastic deformation in the copper as a result of explosion bonding.

The "dimpled" fracture pattern in the Inconel 718 indicates ductile behavior. Tile

dark regions scattered throughout the wavy pattern appear to be surface debris

that escape with the jet before bonding was completed.
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Cu 107 Inconel 718

f

Crack l
Propagation

Figure 5.12: Shear Cracks at the Ripple Interface. Shear cracks axe visible as smooth
pancake-like cavities.
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Figure 5.13: Inner Region of a Shear Crack at Higher Magnification. Under high
magnification, the inner region of a shear crack is smooth, while there appears to

" be evidence of ductile fracture at the perimeter.
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Cu 107 Inconel718

Crack l
Propagation

Figure 5.14: Shear Cracks with Ductile Failure in Adjacent Regions. Neax the ripple
interface in the Inconel 718, shear cracks are present and exhibit dimple rupture at
their perimeters. Thus indicating ductile teeing.
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Figure 5.15: Shear Cracks Present Along the Flat Interface. Although much smaller
in size, shear cracks were also found along the flat Inconel 718 / copper interface.

• The crack shown is approximately 8/zm at the widest diameter.
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Figure 5.16: Transverse Laminate Tensile Test Specimen Interface. At this ripple
interface, a high degree of plastic deformation in the copper 107 is evident. Ductile
tearing is shown in the Inconel 718. A "pocket" in the wave on the copper side is
noticeable.
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Chapter 6 "

• •

Discussion

6.1 Crack Advancement

i

6.1.1 Observations

The differences in crack growth rates as a function of orientation can be explained

by exa_ination of the corresponding fracture surfaces. A schematic drawing of

the specimen orientation with respect to explosion direction is shown in Figure

6.1. Fatigue crack growth data in the transverse orientation is slower than in the

longitudinal orientation (Table 5.2)

Fracture surfaces exhibit a crack front that is asymmetrical across the lami-

nate thickness in both orientations. The crack fronts are illustrated in Figure 6.2.

The crack front is usually more advanced in the Inconel 718 than in the copper

and is relatively fiat through the thickness of the Inconel. The crack front in the

copper usually lags behind the advancing front in the Inconel. However, in the

copper/Inconel 718 interface which contains the ripple, the crack front does not lag

as far behind the Inconel as in the flat copper/ Inconel 718 interface. The crack
P

front shape in the copper on the side of the flat interface is different depending on
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specimen orientation.

Fatigue crack rates at 77° K exhibit a "plateau" region near a AK of approxi-

mately 17 MPax/-m, which wa_ not evident at room temperature. This phenomenon

will be shown to correlate with mechanical behavior,

6.1.2 Mechanisms

Work hardening can account for the difference in crack front shape in the copper

sections. The copper side that contains the ripple is work hardened more in the

bonding process. Consequently, it is less ductile than thecopper on the flat interface.

Thus, the crack front in the copper on the rippleside can travel at a faster rate

which keeps up with the advancing crack front in the Inconel, while the crack front

in copper on the flat interface side is more ductile and gets dragged along. This

difference in work hardening between the two interfaces is supported by the observed

differences in microhardness, which was shown in Figure 4.3. The presence of shear

cracks at the interface on the ripple side can also cause crack propagation to occur

more easily than on the flat interface side.

6.1.3 Morphology

Fractography of the interfaces shows ductile tearivg (dimple rupture pattern) in the

copper _.nd fatigue cracking in the Inconel 718 Figure 6.31 This supports the notion

that the copper at the interfaces is experiencing ductile tearing as the crack front

in the Inconel advances. Tearing is more extensive in the copper on the ripple side

than in the copper on the flat side 6.4.

Further away from the ripple interface, fatigue striations in the copper are

observed (Figure 6.5). It appears that the copper is tearing at the ripple interface,
l

while further away the copper is advancing by fatigue. Such behavior near to and
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far from the interface is possible because ir_.c_:._aelcontrols the crack opening and

advancement since it carries most of the load. Since the copper is bonded to the
._

Inconel, at the interface the copper crack opening and advancement, must match

- that of Inconel. Since crack advancement, in Inconel is rapid, unstable crack growth

in the copper causes tearing. However, farther away from the Inconel, crack growth

in the copper is no longer unstable, and the crack front in the copper moves forward

by fatigue cracking, instead of ductile tearing.

Shear bands have a profound effect on fatigue crack growth rates in the lami-

nat,e. More specifically, the orientation of the shear bands account for the difference

in crack growth rate. In the longitudinal orientation, crack propagation is along a

shear band, and as a result, the crack advances quickly. In the transverse orienta-

tion, the crack propagation is across the shear bands. Shear cracks are usually found

within a shear band. As the crack front moves forward across these shear bands,

it encounters a ,line" of cracks at every shear band. This is shown in Figure 6.6.

At this point, the crack front has crossed on a free surface and must pass through

this llne of cracks to continue propagating, whictl retards cra.ck growth. Since there

are many shear bands in the path of the crack front, in the transverse orientation_

thls behavior leads to a decrease in crack growth rate. Figure 6.6 shows the fa-

tigue striations leading up to the line of cracks_' and the fatigue striations created

after initiating on the opposite side of cracks in order to continue advancing. Crack

retardation as a result of interaction with the shear bands can account, for slower

crack growth rate in the transverse orientation.

Shear band orientation can explain the difference in crack front shape in the two

orientations. In the longitudinal orientation, crack propagation is along a shear band

and thus, is very rapid. As a result, the cracks in the copper unstably propagate

• as the crack front in the Inconel 718 advances and the copper just tears at the

• interface. Being more ductile than the copper on the rippleside, the copper on the

fiat interface side tears and is dragged as the crack front, advances, Thus, a large
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amount of lag behind the crack fro_lt in the Inconel is exhibited in the copper on

the flat interface side. . '

In the transverse direction, cra:k growth is across the shear bands and conse-

quently much slower. Fatigue crackil can now,initiate, and_ the front in copper can

advance at a.pace whlch.is closer to that of the Inconel 718. As a result, tearing in
I
!

the copper is minimized, and the crl_ck front in the copper on the flat interface side
.... it _dodoes not lag as fax behind as e_ in the longitudinM orientation.

m
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. Figure 6.1: Schematic Showing Specimen Orientation, Explosion Direction, and
Direction of Crack Propagation. In the longitudinM specimen, the direction of

• crack propagation is perpendicular to the explosion direction. In the transverse
specimen, the direction of crack propagation parallels the explosion direction.
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Figure6.2:CrackFrontShapesinLongitudinaland TransverseOrientations.In

thelongitudinalspecimen,thecrackfrontinthecopperon theflatinterfaceside

lagsquitefarbehindtheadvancingcrackfrontintheInconel718.However,inthe
transversespecimen,thiscrackfrontlagsmuch lessdue tothesloweradvancement

of the crack front in the Inconel 718. In both specimens, ductile tearing in the
copper is evident at both interfaces. The crack front in the Inconel 718 is always
the most advanced.
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Figure 6.3: Ductile Tearing of Copper 107 at the Ripple Interface. At the ripple
interface, extensive dimple rupture is exhibited in the copper 107. The top micro-
graph shows the interface at a lower magnification. The white regions axe regions of

° ductile tearing. In the lower micrograph, the dimple rupture pattern in the copper
becomes very pronounced.
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Figure 6.4: Ductile Tearing of Copper at the Flat Interface. The ductile tearing is
not as pronounced at that of the copper at the ripple interface.
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- Figure 6.5: Fatigue Striations in Copper 107 Far From the Ripple Interface. Fatigue
striations are shown approximately half way across the copper on the ripple interface

, side. The presence of such striations indicates that the crack in this region is
advancing by fatigue cracking.
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Figure 6.6: Line of Cracks Within a Shear Band in a Transverse Specimen. Fatigue
striations are shown to be propagating toward the line of shear cracks with a shear
band. Fatigue striations are also evident after the crack front has crossed the shear
cracks indicating that crack re-initiation has occurred. Such behavior of the crack
front could account for the slower crack growth rate in the transverse laminate
specimens.
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A transition from plane strain to plane stress can explain the "plateau" re-

gions of the fatigue crack growth data at 77° K near a AK of 17 MPav@ which

is not observed at room temperature. The transition from plane strain to plane

" stress occurs when the plastic zone size becomes comparable to the thickness of the

material; in this case, copper. The plastic zone size for a given K at 77 ° K will be

less than that at room temperature because of the increase in yield strength at 77 °

K. A calculation of plastic zone sizes at room temperature and 77°K reveais that

for a crack length of about 5 cm. in liquid nitrogen, the plastic zone size is 0.41

mm, while near the beginning of the crack growth test at room temperature, the

plastic zone size is 0.30 mm. Brock [57] points out that it has been experimentally

shown that plane strain will be exhibited throughout the specimen when the ratio

of plastic zone size to specimen thickness, _'p/B _ 0.025. For the liquid nitrogen

specimen, 7"p/B = 0.093, and for the room temperature specimen, 7"p/B 0.070.

Clearly now, the specimen is in the realm of plane stress. Brock also points out that

crack growth rates are slower in plane stress than plane strain [57,56]. Thus, the

transition from plane strain to plane stress accounts for the change in slope after

the "plateau" regions of the crack growth data at 77° K.

Other investigators have looked at explosively bonded Inconel 718 / Copper

107 / Inconel 718 to formulate an adequate manufacturing criterion to produce

acceptable explosion bonded plates for use in the central solenoid of the proposed

Compact Ignited Tokamak (CIT)[11,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,13,14,12].

On examination of the Alcator C-MOD laminate displayed several features a.t

the interfacethat were similarto thosefound in [ii]:

• The hiconel718 / copper interfacesconsistof ripplesproduced from the ex-

" plosion bonding process.

" • The thickness or amplitude of the ripples, a, which is measured from peak to

valley depends on explosion bonding parameters.
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® In the c_e of one-sided explosions, the interface ripples on one side are larger

than on the other side because of the difference in collision energy.
._.

• 3hear bands are usually found at the apex of the ripples in the Inconel 718.
m

• Shear band cracks inside the shear bands are present if the shear bands are

sufficiently severe.

Similarly, me tMlographic evaluation showedsevere plastic deformation at the bound-

ary layers of copper and Inconel. As a result of this heavy deformation, the mi-

crohardness (HK) is higher in each of boundary layers than in the respective bulk

materiMs [17,11]

In order to formulate a manufacturing criteria for explosion bonded plates,

it was found by Feng _[11] that shear band and shear crack lengths decrease with

interface ripple thickness. If the ripple thickness is less than about 0.1 mm, the

shear band cracks appear to disappear at 500X. Data supporting this observation

is shown in Figure 6.7. Applying this criteria to the Alcator C-MOD laminate,

with a shear band and ripple thickness of approximately 0.45 mm and 0.13 mm
,,

respectively, the C-MOD lazninate falls within the scatter of the right hand side

of the distribution. Thus, the C-MOD lazninate should have shear band cracks at

the ripple interface. Such shear band cracks are observed in the C-MOD laminate

by metallographic and fractographic inspection (See Figure 2.9). On the interface

which is essentially flat (ripple thickness << 0.1 mm), a shear crack of approximately

8 #m (Figure 5.15) is observed. Thus, coinciding with the notion that there exists

a definite correlation between ripple thickness and shear band cracks [11]

baractographic comparisons between the lmT_inate and the work by Feng [11]

exhibit the following similarities concerning shear bands and shear cracks at the

interface:

• Shear cracks can be observed in the shear band prior to etching.
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• Shear band cracks are pancake-like cavities distributed along the shear bands.

. • Some shear bands that had opened up after fracture were examined by scan-

ning electron microscopy. These fracture surfaces displayed a mixture of small

shiny facets and small ductile regions. The shiny areas seem to be amorphous

as if they were produced by rapid solidification after melting.

Thus, the similarities of the comparisons between the Alcator C-MOD laminate

and that of [11] shows the explosion bonding consistently forms shear bands and

shear cracks at the Inconel 718 and copper interface.
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Figure 6.7: Shear Band Length and Shear Band Crack Length as Functions of
Pdpple Thickness (From [1,1]).
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6.2 Application to Life Prediction

" In this section_ a life prediction is formulated for the laminate using the fatigue crack
b

- growth results. The applied stress used in this analysis are the resulting in-plane

stress in the copper and Inconel 718 during magnet operation. The derivation of

these stresses is given in Appendix A.

6.2.1 Assumptions

In the subsequent life prediction analysis of the laxrdnate_ the following assumptions

axe made. Only one defect is present in the material_ since t,he fracture mechanics

equations used apply to a material with only one defect. The laminate plate ex-

periences a uniform applied stress distribution and is of constant thickness, which

axe the conditions under which the fatigue crack growth results were obtained. The

interaction between the crack front and the shear bands is not accounted for_ since

there is no present fracture mechanics theory to model such phenomenon. The

initial flaw size is large enough such that the Paris crack growth law is a valid

approximation of crack growth behavior. The Paris crack growth is applicable in

the linear region (region II) of the da/dN - Ag graph (See Figure 2.10). Thus,

the value of AK must be above the threshold value AK_h. For a fixed load, this

condition constrains the value of the initial flaw size.

6.2.2 Definition of Failure: Determination of Critical Crack

Size

The failure process involves the initiation of fatigue cracks which propagate steadily
6

through the material until there is unstable crack propagation and failure of the ma-

" terial occurs. In order to determine failure of the laxainate, the critical crack length

must be specified. Using the constraint that the crack tip opening displacement
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(CTOD) is equal in both Inconel 718 and copper, expressions for the stress inten-

sity in Inconel 718 K_18 and copper 107 Kou are obtained. The details of this

analysis are given in Appendix B, "

Using the parameters of a fatigue test of a laminate CCT specimen and the

final crack length, KT_s is 82 MPav/'_ and Kcu is 31 MPav/m. The Kzc fracture

toughness of Inconel 718 is approximately 100 MPav/_ [33] and copper is estima,ted

to be approximately 25 MPav/-_ [66]. Since Kou is above the KIo for copper, the

copper has fractured and cannot support any more load. As a result, all the load

is carried by theInconel 718. Calculation of Kris at this point gives approximately

196 MPav/-_ , which is much higher than the Kzo Ofthe Inconel 718, and the Inconel

718 fractures. Thus, it is evident that the copper controls the failure of the lazn_inate.

The laminate will fail if Ko_, is greater than Kzo of copper.
,

The critical crack length of the laminate can now be determined from:

where Kzo,ou is the fracture toughness of copper, Q is 1.12_ and crm_ is the maxl-

mum applied stress cr_w from Table 3.2. The values of a_e at the nose and centerline

of the TF core are given in Table 6.1. This analysis assumed ideal Inconel 718 and

copper. However, in the actual laminate many defects are known to exist. As a

result, this analysis gives an optimistic estimate of the critical crack length. The

actual critical crack length would probably be lower due to the defects present in

the material.
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Location acrlt (m.)
Nose 0.013i
Center 0.0060

Table 6.1: Laminate Critical Crack Size a_ t as a Function of Location
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6.2.3 Life Prediction Analysis

Having determined the total required in-plane tension stress to simulate the in-

service loading of the Alcator C-MOD tokamak TF core (see Table' 3.2), the life of
h.

the TF core may now be estimated from the fatigue crack growth data.

Recalling the integrated form of the Paris equation (Equation 2.7):

1)rn __ m_l m -I

N= Y 1)

where Act is obtained from Table A.2 and is equal to 0.9cr_v_ since R is 0.1, Q is

1.12, C and mare the crack growth law coefficients from Table 5.1. Thus, only

expressions for initial crack size ao and final crack size a/ need to be determined.

In the worst possible situation, final crack size a! is equal to critical crack size a_u,

which are given in Table 6.1. Since the fatigue crack growth data was obtained with

through-thickness specimens, the initial crack size ao will be taken to be 2.3 mm

which is of the order of the Inconel 718 thickness.

Equation 2.7 is now used to compute the life of the laminate at room tem-

perature and 77° K for stresses at the nose and centerline of the Alcator C-MOD

TF core. These results are summarized in Table 6.2. As expected the longitudinal

orientation is the worse case because of its much higher crack growth rate, and con-

sequently, the predicted life is very short. However, in the transverse orientation,

the crack growth rate is much slower and thus, the predicted life is longer. As ex-

pected, the life predictions at 77° K were usually slightly longer than those at room

temperature, because of the observed slower crack growth rate at 77° K. It is very

interesting that life did not vary much between room temperature and 77° K. Such

behavior is an indication that the shear bands appear to have a dominating effect

on crack growth behavior. In the transverse orientation the crack is propagating

across many shear bands, which accounts for the longer life estimation. As a result,

shear bands affect crack growth more strongly than temperature. Since Alcator
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C-MOD is designed for 50,000 cycles, the life prediction results of the longitudinal

orientation at the centerline gives a factor of safety on life of approximately 1.4,

while in the transverse orientation the factors of safety axe in the range of 4 to 6.

- At the nose region, the factors of safety increase to the range of 17 to 33. The large

difference in safety factors is due to the difference in applied stress at the centerline

and nose regions.
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Number

Orientation Temperature Location of Cycles

Longitudinal 295 K Nose 932,000
Transverse 295 K Nose 1,310,000
Longitudinal 77 K Nose 861,000
Transverse 77 K Nose 1,660,000

Longitudinal 295 K Center 69,000
Transverse 295 K Center 204,000
Longitudinal 77 K Center 67,000
Transverse 77 K Center 297_000

Table 6.2' Laminate Life as a Function of Orientation, Temperature, and Location.
Final crack length = a_ is assumed. Initial crack length = 2.3 mm
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6.3 Applicability of Life Prediction Criteria to

- Alcator C-MOD TF Core

The life prediction formulation presented in the preceding section differs in its as-

sumptions from the actual Alcator C-MOD toroidal field magnet core in two re-

spects : geometry and applied stress. In realitY, the WF core plates are tapered in

thickness and are thinner at the nose of the magnet, whereas the life prediction was

derived with specimens of constant thickness. The actual applied stress in the TF

core varies with position and is highest at the nose region and decreases across the

width of the TF core. In the life prediction model, a constant applied stress was

used. These differences actually show that the life prediction is conservative.

The life prediction model assumed that a through-thickness edge crack, whose

length was that of an average projected shear band, started growing from the nose

of the magnet through its width. In the crack growth experiments, the crack prop-

agated under constant stress and in a constaalt thickness component. However,

in the actual TF core, this crack would experience propagation into a decreasing

applied stress field and an increasing material thickness. Although the uncracked

ligament of the TF core is decreasing as the crack propagates, the decreasing app!iedi

stress and increasing thickness would more than likely offset this factor. Thus, it is

estimated that the crack growth rate would likely retard as the crack propagated

through the width of the TF core. As a result, the life prediction presented can be

viewed as conservative.

The thermal behavior of the actual TF magnet is different than that of the

experimental simulation. The TF magnet is pre-cooled to 77° K with liquid nitrogen

before each pulse and during this pulse the TF magnet is allowed to heat up to

about 200 ° K, whereas the crack growth experiments tested the lazrhnate at room

temperature and 77° K respectively. However, the life prediction model formulated
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can be used to estimate the effects of this thermal behavior on the life of the TF

core.

In comparing the life prediction results for the laminate ,at room temperature '

and 77° K the dependence on temperature was very slight. As a result, it could

be inferred that the actual thermal behavior of the TF core would notsignificantly

change the life of the lazninate, unless the induced thermal stresses were considerably

high.

This fact that the longitudinal orientation is much worse than the transverse is

quite unfortunate since the longitudinal orientation is the one in which the TF core
,,

plates were to be manufactured from explosively bonded plates. If explosion bonded

plates were to be used, this analysis shows that the transverse direction would be

the favorable direction, because of its slower crack growth and longer estimated life.

In this explosively bonded composite, the shear bands and shear cracks have

a dominant effect on crack growth behavior and hence, on life .prediction. The life

prediction analysis presented here assumes one crack propagating in a relatively

homogeneous material. In reality, this composite contains many cracks and is very

non-homogeneous. In the case of the longitudinal orientation, this analysis may be

unconservative because the crack propagation is along a shear band and may link

up with other shear bands to result ina value of life shorter than that predicted.

However, in the case of the transverse orientation, the life prediction may be conser-

vative because the crack propagation is across the shear bands and crack growth is

retarded as the crack front has to pass through a a line of cracks before propagating

further. Such behavior would result in a value of life longer than predicted. Again,

the transverse orientation appears to be the most favorable.
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6.4 Implications for TF Core Service

" The asymmetric shape of the crack front creates ambiguities during service inspec-

- tions. Since the ohmic transformer is wound around it and denies accessibility, the

actual TF core cannot be inspected once it is in service. However, even if this were

not the case and it could be inspected, the asymmetric shape of the crack front could

lead to errors in crack measurement. If the crack measurement was performed on

the face closest to the ripple interface, the measurement error would not be large.

However, if the crack measurement was done on the face closest to the flat interfacei

measurement would grossly underpredict the actual length of the crack. When the

laminate is inservice, it would be very difficult to determine which interface was

wavy or flat without the ability to observe the interfaces under optical magnifica-

tion, unless the assembly specifications dictated the orientation of the plates with

respect to interface type, Thus, caution must be exercised when formulating crack

length inspection procedures for this laminate.

Metallographic inspection revealed a flat and wavy interface between the In-

conel 718 and copper 10700 and shear cracks in the Inconel 718. The presence of

such features would make accurate crack detection through ultrasonic inspection

quite difficult. The wavy interface between the Inconel 718 and copper will cause

extraneous echoes in ultrasonic readings leading the operator to interpreting these

signals as cracks. As a result, it would be impossible to confidently detect small

cracks within the ripple thickness of the wavy interface. However, small shear cracks

were shown to exist at the wavy interface of this explosively bonded laminate. Fur-

thermore, the small size of these shear cracks, approximately 100/zm, is beyond the

resolution of the ultrasonic technique.

- There is much speculation on what is an accurate resolution of the ultrasonic

method in inspecting these laminates. A minimum detectable crack length of ap-

proximately 1 mm was used in the ultrasonic inspection of the actual explosion
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plates for Alcator C-MOD. However, most of the cracks detected were of the order

of the Inconel 718 thickness and _thus, were muchlarger than the ripple 'thickness,

Clearly, more work is needed to appropriately determine the reliable resolution of
',

ultrasonic methods in detecting small cracks in this laminate.
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Chapter 7

Surnmary Conclusions and

Recommendations for Future

Work

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

This thesis investigated the fatigue crack growth behavior of an explosively bonded

laminate conductor which consisted of layers of copper 107 / Inconel 718 / copper

107. Shear bands and shear band cracks were created in the Inconel 718as a

result of the explosion bonding process. These shear bands were shown to have a

detrimental effect on the crack growth behavior of the laminate, by significantly

reducing the load carrying capability of the reinforcement layer and providing for

easy crack propagation paths.

Experiments were performed to investigate the fatigue crack growth behavior

" of the laminate at room temperature and 77° K and at two orientations, longitu-

. dined and transverse to the detonation direction. The results of these experiments

were then used to formulate a life prediction for the Alcator C-MOD toroidal field
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magnet, The following summarizes observations of fatigue crack growth behavior

in this laminate:

® Fatigue crack growth rate is dependent on explosion orientation a_d temper- .

ature. The transverse orientation had a consistently lower crack growth rate

than the longitudinal orientation. Crack growth rates at 77° K were lower

than those at room temperature.

• Shear bands appear to have a profound effect on fatigue crack growth rates in

the laminate. Fatigue cracks grow faster in the longitudinal orientation since

crack propagation is along a shear band_ whereas in the transverse orientation_

fatigue crack grow slower since crack propagation is across the shear bands.

• Fracture surfaces exhibit a crack front that is asymmetrical across the the

thickness of the laminate in both orientations.

• An indication that the Inconel 718 has been severely deznaged by the explosion

bonding process is the observation that the lazrdnate fatigue crack growth rate

in the longitudinal orientation is almost that of copper. Whereas, crack growth

rate in the transverse orientation is close to that of Inconel 718.

Analysis and application of the fatigue crack growth results led to the following

conclusions on life of the laminate:

• Laminate life is strongly dependent on shear band orientation. When crack

propagation is along a shear band, the predicted life was significantly lower

than when crack propagation is across the shear bands.

• Laminate life did not very much with temperature. It appears that the shear

bands have a dominating effect on crack growth behavior.
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I,

• The life prediction model presented may be unconservative in the longitudinal

orientation, but conservative in the transverse orientation. Again, the reason

for such a discrepancy arises from the differences in the interactive behavior

- between crack propagation and shear band orientation.

• The asymmetrical shape of the crack front across the thickness of the laminate

could lead to errors in crack length inspection of this laminate.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

A few recommendations may be made to enhance and expand this work on fa-

tigue crack growth behavior and life prediction behavior of this explosively bonded

laminate conductor.

Fatigue crack growth experiments on the Inconel 718 after bonding would be a

good indication of how much the explosion bonding process has altered the Inconel

718 materials properties. HoWever, removing the copper may make this task quite

difficult, since high residual stresses are present at the interface. As a result, severe

bowing occurs when the copper layer is removed by conventional machining. In

addition, in this laminate, the Inconel 718 layer was severely twisted or warped.

Thus, removing the copper by chen_ical means would also lead to severe bowing of

the sample, since the amount of copper on each side of the Inconel is not equal in

these samples.

Investigations of the fatigue crack growth behavior of other types of lazI_inates

would improve the understanding of crack propagation in laminate materials. For

example, studies of roll-bonded copper / Inconel / copper would enable one to

- distinguish those features of crack growth behavior that is inherent to laminates

not just explosion bonded laminates.

Adjustments and refinements to the explosion bonding process could be made
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in a_ attempt to obtain two "flat" interfaces. Such adjustments would involve

altering the setup parameters such that the same collision energy is imparted to

both interfaces.

Material other than Inconel 718 could be used for reinforcement. Preferably it "

should be a material the does not develop shear bands during explosion bonding,

Alternative!y, a different heat treatment could be applied to the Inconel 718 which

would improve ductility and fracture toughness without significantly sacrificing ten-

si]e strength, and in the process, reduce or eliminate the formation of shear bands

during explosion bonding.

The crack initiation behavior at shear cracks could be investigated to determine

retardation in crack growth caused by cracks propagating across shear bands. This

may proved to very difficult since extremely sensitive crack measurement procedures

axe required.
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Appendix A

Stresses in C-MOD Laminate

Conductor

The stresses on a typical element of the Alcator C-MOD TF central core are shown

in Figure A.1. The definitioh of in-plane and out--of-plane stresses is shown in

Figure A.2. These stresses arise from three applied loads: (1) the face compression

loads caused by the radial inward Lorentz body forces on tapered core laminate

plates from the interaction of the vertical current with the toroidal field, (2) the

in-plane vertical tension load caused by the interaction of the toroidal magnetic

field with the current flowing in the upper and lower "ears" of the central core,

and (3) the inter-plate shear from the out--of-plane loads arising from interaction

of the vertical current with the poloidal fields. This third load is neglected in the

present study because it does not produce an in-plane tension load and there is

negligible contribution of the shear to the copper Tresca stress. III order to predict

the effects of these loads on laminate behavior in a uniaxial fatigue machine, the

resulting in-plane stresses must be determined. The analysis that follows describes

the procedure to determine the resulting in-pla_le stresses in the copper and In-

" conel during magnet operation in order to determine the loading to be applied to
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the laboratory specimens for crack growth measurements. An ideal elastic-plastic

stress-strain curve for copper is assumed.

The in-plane stresses of each component, copper and reinforcement, are related

to the applied in-plazm stress by:

= + (z- (A.Z)

where _ri is the applied in-plane stress, crc.iis the in-plane stress in the copper, cr_,i

is the in-plane stress in the Inconel 718 reinforcement, and a is given by:

Q
5--

tc + t,

where Q is the copper thickness and t, is the Inconel 718 thickness. Assuming

elastic behavior_ the in-plane strains are equal at the interface ec,i = e,,i, which

gives a relation between the in-plane stresses cr_.i= Ec_r,,i/E,, where E_ and E_ are

the moduli of the reinforcement. Eliminating cr_,iin Equation A.1 yields:

)](r_= ct,.; L E, + (1 - c_ (A.2)

A similar relationship was shown in [23] to relate the Young's Modulus of a

laminate to the moduli of its components.

E_ c_Ec+ (1 - a)E, (A.3)

The peak stresses in the Alcator C,MOD central column were determined by

finite element analysis that was done by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.

These peak stresses are summarized in Table A.1.
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A.1 Determination of In-Plane Stresses Due to

- Face Compression Under Elastic Conditions

At the interface of the laminate, the strains in the two materials are assumed to be

equal and elasticl Also, the in-plane forces must balance. Thus,

ec,i = ¢,,i (A.4)

Or,

vcr]_ (1 - u) _r_,i,,,_ ve].o o',.i,;A

where v is Poisson's ratio, _rt_ is the face compression stress, crc,i,]cand cr.,i,l_ are

the in-plane components in copper and Inconel 718 due to face compression, and

(_,,.,.:o)t, =(_,o.,.fo)to (A.6)

Equations A.5 and A.6 can now be solved for _r_,_,2_and _r_,i,:c. For example,

ucrf(E,.-Ec) 1

cr,,_,:_= (1- u)E_ (1 + _) (A.7)t_
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A.2 Determination of Stress .in Inconel f18 When

The Applied Tresca Stress Exceeds The Cop.'

per Yield Strength

Given a face compression stress o./c, the compressive in-plane stress in the copper

o._,_,focan be determined from equations A.6 and A.7. Thus, the Tresca stress 1 in

the copper due to face compression and vertical tension is:

_,,_ = _jo- (_0,,.o,+_o,,,fo) (A.s)

If the Tresca yield criterion is assumed _t.,o_ = %, fraction of stress above the

yield is:

f= _°'_ (A.9)
O'er,est a

where _r_,_is the copper yield stress. Thus, the values of face compression m d

vertical tension which produce the Tresca yield criterion in the copper are:

I

o.yc "- f_f; (A.IO)

o.',_, = ftr,, (A.11)

The increment of face compression stress, which is above the Tresca yield of

the copper, is:

t

Ao'lc -- _r]c -- Cffc (A.12) -

1The Tresca stress is the largest algebraic difference between any two of the three principa.1
stresses at a point [59].
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It is for these increments of stress that are above the Tresca yield of the copper

that the copper is hydrostatic (Acre = Acrfc) , and consequently, 'the copper cannot

support any further increases in in'plane tension. The increases are supported by

° the Inconel 718. These increments of in-plane stress in the Inconel 718 is given by:

compression and vertical tension is given by:

Act, = A_c_ (A.13)

Thus, the total in-plane tension stress in the Inconel 718 due to face com-

pres._ion, vertical tension, and increments of stress above the yield of the copper is

expressed as:

cr_,i,t= q.,_,l_ + a_,_,_t+ A_. (A.14)

A total applied stress cram,on the laminate, such that the Inconel 718 in-plane

stress is equal to _r_,i,t,can be constructed by substituting _r_,i= _r,,i,t in Equation

A.2. A summary of c%i,tand _avp is given in Table A.2 at two locations in the TF

core, the nose and centerline, which are defined in Figure 1.2.
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' G r,i,fc

In-plane Stresses Due To < : .. -

Face Compression frc ' G c,i,fc
- 1_.

" c0 nel 71.8

Cu 107

G r,i,Vt "" G vt

Gc'i'vt _S l ' "

!

I

In'plane Stresses Due To
Vertical Tension

Figure A.I: Stresses On An Element of Laminate Conductor. The resulting in-
plane tension stre,_ses due to face compression and vertical tension are shown. The 1.

face compression stress is denoted by eric. crc,i,l_and a',,i,lc are the in-plane copper
and Inconel 718 stresses due to face compression. The vertical tension stress is
denoted by cr,,t, cr,,i,vt and dre,i,vtare the in-plane stresses in the Inconel 718 and
copper due to crvt.
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Figure A.2: DefinitioI_ of In-plane and Out--of-Plane Directions
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Nose Centerline
MPaI MPa

, ,

_rf_ -296 -200
, cr_ 82 140

o -ioo
......

Table A.I: Alcator C-MOD Stress Summary for Central Column

At Nose At Centerline

(MPa) (MPa)
Total Inconel In-plane Tension

crr,i,_ 162 241
Total Applied Tension Stress
_r._, 110 163

Table A.2" I_n-Plane Stress Summary Due to Face Compression and Vertical Tension
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Appendix B

Calculation of Stress Intensity

Factors in Inconel 718 and

Copper 107 Based on ,Equal

CTOD

As a crack propagates in the laminate, the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD)

is equal in both Inconel 718 and copper 107. An expression for the CTOD is given

by:

CTOD= K_ (B.1)
Eo'y

where Kx is the mode I (tension) stress intensity factor, E is the modulus of elastic-

ity, and cr_ is the yield stress of the material. Equating the CTODs for the Inconel

718 and copper s gives a relationship for the stresses in Inconel 718 and copper.

* 0"718 ZTls 0"y,718--- = (B.2)
crc_ Ec,, cry, Cu
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where the subscripts 718 and Cu refer to the values of Inconel 718 and copper 107.

Using Equation B.2 and Equation A.2, which decomposes an applied stress cr_w

into stresses in the Inconel cr71s and copper crcu, expressions for _71s and aou in

terms of cr_, are obtained. Thus, given _w and cra_ length a, the stress intensity _.

factors in the Inconel 718 KTis and copper Kcu are known.

For a laminate CCT specimen, the final crack length was 6.98 cm and cr_ppis

42 MPa. This gives Krls = 82 MPav/'m and Ko_ = 31 MPav/-m. At this point, if

all the load is carried by the Inconel 718 only, Krls -- 196 MPav/-_.
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Appendix C

D.C. Potential Drop Crack

Measurement Calibration

Both theoretical and experimental calibrations may be used in the D.C. potential

drop technique. Theoretical calibrations _e well su;ted in specimens with simple

geometries_ whereas experimental calibrations are more applicable in specimens

with more complex geometries. An experimental calibration was employed in the

fatigue crack growth experiments of this thesis. A travelling microscope was used

to optically measure the crack and a resistance measurement was simultaneously

obtained. The crack length and resistance data were then normalized to initial

values, ao and Ro and plotted, A least squares fit polynomial for this data was

obtained for each type of specimen: Inconel 718, copper 107, longitudinal laminate,

and transverse laminate. The best least squares fit polynomial was chosen based

on the minimum variance. The calibration polynomials are given below and the

summary of their variance is given in Table C.1.

, Inconel 718:

_t
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(_-) -- -1.15441 -I- 3.49456(_) - 1.75871(_)2 + 0.549662(_) a- 0.104741(_) 4 + ,,

1.16309x10"_ (_) 5- 6.87749x10-4 (_)8 + 1.66995x10-_ (_) 7 (C.1) .

Copper 107:

(_-) : 1.87969-4.11566(_-) + 5.69579(_) 2 . 3.40625(_) a - 1.16938(_-) 4 -.
v 5

o.__ (-L_+_.__o-,(_)_,_._o_ox_o=_(_)'+
_._x_o-_(_)_- _.__o-_(_)_ r_o._

Laminate Longitudinal:

(_) = 0.693334-0.590598(_-) + 1.36403(_) 2- 0.599932(_)a+ 0.125026(_) 4-

_._5_x_o-,(_)_ _ o' + 8' 05898 X i 0--4 (_) i -- 1 '89676Xl 0 -- _ ( _ ) _ (C' _ )

Laminate Trazlsverse:

(_) = -1.48338+4.14936(_)-2.19925(_)2+0.729157(_) a-0,150281(_)4+

1.82853x10-' (_) 5- 1.19135x10-a(_)8 + 3.19078x10-5 (_) 7 (C.4)

The D.C. potential drop calibration was verified against optical measurements

and is summarized in Table C.2. Agreement with optical measurements was good.

Verification according to the ASTM E -399 Standard [67] to account for crack

front curvature was performed and summarized in Table tb;dc-astm. Agreement

was good, and since the error was less than 5_ ASTM deems that no correction to

the crack length measurements is necessary.
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. ..... Degree of Calibration
Material Polynomial Variance

_ Inconel 718 7 1.65x10 -4

Copper 107 9 5.20x10 -8
Lain. Lng. 7 7.84x10 -8
Lain. Trn. 7 1.05xlO-a

Table C.1: D.C. Potential Drop Calibration Least Squares Polynomial Statistics

DC Potential Optical
Specimen Drop 2a 2a % Error
Cu 1{)7 2L 1.517 1.5161 0:06

2.003 1,9780 1.27
Lam Lng 23 1.507 1.4713 2.43

2.024 2.0083 0.78
Lam Trn 32 1.513 1.3407 12.8

1.874 1.6172 15.9

Table C.2: Verification of DC Potential Crack Measurement with Optical Measure-
ment

DC Potential Drop ASTM E 647-86a

Specimen Measurement 3 Point Average % Error
Cu 107 2L 2.556 2:6083 2.0

Lam Lng 23 2.626 2.6597 1.3
Lazn Trh 32 2.614 2.6270 0.5
Cu 107 2L
at 1.5 in. 1.517 1.5347 1.2

.....

Table C.3: Verification of DC Potential Crack Measurement with ASTM E647-86a
. Standard
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